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Abstract
Total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) is the third most common joint replacement. While robotassisted hip and knee replacement technologies have enjoyed extensive development, this has
been limited in the upper limb. This work focused on quantifying the localization accuracy of
a robotic system, and evaluating its efficacy in the context of TSA.
A collaborative robot was fitted with a stylus tip to perform manual surface digitizations
using the robot’s encoder output. In the first experiment, two precision-machined master
cubes, representing the working volume around a glenoid structure, were used for system
validation. Next, cadaveric glenoids were digitized and compared to a ‘gold standard’ laser
scanner. Digitization errors were 0.37±0.27 mm, showing that collaborative robotics can be
used for osseous anatomy digitization.
This thesis presents two novel concepts: 1) use of collaborative robotics for manually
operated surface digitizing, and 2) optical fiducial technique, allowing registration between a
laser scanner and stylus digitizer.

Keywords
Registration, Digitization, Robot-Assisted, Collaborative Robot, Glenoid, Total Shoulder
Arthroplasty.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 Shoulder Anatomy, disease and joint replacement
The upper extremities of the human body allow interaction with surrounding
environments. Specifically, the shoulder joint provides the most mobility within the
whole body, and is capable of performing a variety of movements.

1.1.1

Anatomy and Function

The anatomy of a shoulder allows more movement than any other joint in the body. A
shoulder is made up of three bones: the humerus, scapula and clavicle, as shown in
Figure 1.1 (1, 2).
A humerus, or upper arm bone, is a long bone in the upper limb, with a humeral head on
the proximal end shaped like a ball. The humerus allows the movement and functionality
of the arm as it is a link from the elbow to the shoulder. A scapula is a shoulder blade
shaped in a thin, triangular bone, concaved anteriorly on the back of the upper rib. The
scapula connects the humerus with the clavicle as a floating link to allow a larger range
of motion. The clavicle is also known as the collarbone, and is a long curvy bone that
connects the scapula to the trunk and transmits the force from the arm to trunk as well.
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Figure 1.1: The Osseous Anatomy of a Shoulder
Illustrated is an anterior view of the right shoulder; the shoulder consists of three bones:
clavicle, scapula and humerus.
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Contrary to popular belief, the four joints that make up a shoulder joint are: the
glenohumeral joint (GHJ), acromioclavicular joint (ACJ), sternoclavicular joint (SCJ)
and scapulothoracic joint (STJ) (Figure 1.2). The ACJ is where the clavicle meets the
acromion, a bony process on the posterior and superior side of the scapula. It is the only
articulation between the clavicle and scapula, providing extra flexibility in the shoulder
joint as it allows the ability to raise the arm above the head. The SCJ controls the axial
skeleton on the front of the chest and the upper extremity. The STJ is formed where the
scapula glides against the thorax, more commonly known as the rib cage. This joint is
usually not defined in many sources, as it is not a true anatomic joint with no bone-onbone motion, but it is an articulation and it keeps the glenoid lined up during shoulder
movements. (3-5).
The main or true shoulder joint is the GHJ shown in Figure 1.3. The GHJ is a ball and
socket joint formed by a glenoid and the head of the humerus (1-3). The glenoid fossa or
cavity is a depression on the head of the scapula; it is also the shallow socket for the
humerus ball to rotate in making the GHJ (Figure 1.4). The surface of a glenoid and
humerus is an articular cartilage, which is a smooth substance that allows the bones to
move easily, as well as protects the bones. The GHJ has a frictionless motion due to the
synovial membrane, a small, thin tissue that creates a fluid to lubricate the cartilage to
eliminate friction. Therefore, the GHJ is mostly unconstrained and, like a golf tee, is not
very conforming; it is surrounded by a rim called the glenoid labrum and relies on softtissue and muscle support.
The rotator cuff is a network of muscles and tendons surrounding the shoulder to provide
stability, support, and the ability to move the bones around (2). The rotator cuff surrounds
the head of the humerus, attaches the humerus to the scapula, and keeps the arm in the
glenoid (6). Ideally, the GHJ consists of three degrees-of-freedom (DOF):
supination/pronation (yaw), flexion/extension (roll), and abduction/adduction (pitch).
However, the GHJ is not purely a rotational DOF, as the GHJ consists of rotational and
minimal translational movements (7), especially in any injury or pathology that may have
more translation in the GHJ than usual (8, 9).
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Figure 1.2: Four Different Joints in the Shoulder
The anterior view of the left shoulder is portrayed. The sternoclavicular joint, the
scapulothoracic joint, the acromioclavicular joint and the glenohumeral joint are four
different joints that allow movements in the shoulder.
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Figure 1.3: The True Shoulder Joint – Glenohumeral Joint
An anterior view of the right glenohumeral joint (GHJ) is depicted. The GHJ is most
commonly known shoulder joint, and consists of the head of the humerus and the glenoid.
The GHJ is a ball-and-socket joint, as shaded in the illustration.
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Figure 1.4: A Drawing of Glenoid Fossa
The glenoid fossa, or glenoid, is located at the lateral angle of the scapula. Glenoid is
shaped as a socket for the humeral head, and has rim around the edge to contain the
humeral head in the socket.
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1.1.2

Shoulder Conditions

Several conditions in the shoulder may lead to shoulder arthroplasty, such as
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis and rotator cuff tear arthropathy.
Osteoarthritis, known as “wear and tear” arthritis, is a degenerative joint disease in which
the cartilage on the joint deteriorates. Osteoarthritis has two types: primary, which is
idiopathic, and secondary caused by another condition such as an injury. In shoulder
osteoarthritis, the cartilage on the humeral head and glenoid are worn, reducing the
cushioning effect in the joint. As a result, the surfaces of the humeral head and the
glenoid become rough, and thus the bones become exposed. Consequently, patients may
experience pain and stiffness in the shoulder as the bones rub and grate against each
other, limiting their physical activities, work time and functionality of the shoulder (10).
Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune disease, a systematic disease
that attacks specific components of the body. The synovial membrane that surrounds the
joint becomes inflamed and thickened, which can cause cartilage and bone destruction in
the joints. This results in severe pain and disability due to joint deformity.
Patients with rotator cuff tear arthropathy have had a rotator cuff tear for a long time,
eventually causing them to have shoulder joint disease. A rotator cuff tear involves one or
more torn tendons in the rotator cuff, and a humerus head that is not attached fully to the
rotator cuff. If there is no early diagnosis or treatment, this can lead to arthropathy, which
can result in arthritis and destruction of the joint cartilage (2, 6).
Treatments for these conditions involve medication, physiotherapy, and surgery. When
the medication and physiotherapy do not improve the functionality, surgery is
recommended as a last resort. The most common cause of a total shoulder replacement is
osteoarthritis in the GHJ, as it directly involves the replacement of the cartilage and
bones (2, 11).

1.1.3

Total Shoulder Replacement

The shoulder, after the knees and hip, is the third most common joint requiring surgical
reconstruction (11). The goal of an arthroplasty is to regain the functionality of a joint
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lost due to degenerative joint disease. The first successful shoulder replacement recorded
was performed by Péan in 1882 to treat tuberculosis arthritis using a rubber and platinum
prosthesis (12). Since then, many discoveries about total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA)
have been implemented and are still undergoing research to improve the arthroplasty
design. From the original design, in which the GHJ was replaced with a mechanical joint,
to current total shoulder arthroplasty, in which the damaged head of the humerus is
removed and is replaced by a smooth metal ball with a stem that is press-fitted into the
humerus, studies have shown that the shoulder replacement surgery is still improving. In
this current procedure, the glenoid is resurfaced with a high-density polyethylene
component (13).
TSA is an option for those patients with osteoarthritis in the glenohumeral joint where the
pain is interfering with their everyday activities and sleeping patterns, as well as for those
who have had non-surgical treatments without improvement to their functionality (11).
Although hemiarthroplasty, in which one bone of the joint is replaced, is much easier to
perform due to glenoid complications, TSA is recommended over hemiarthroplasty; in
their study of the treatment of glenohumeral osteoarthritis, Izquierdo et al. (2010) show
that the global health assessment scores and pain relief of the shoulder were statistically
significantly better after TSA (11). The stability and normal load transfer cannot be
restored to a degraded glenoid anatomy if hemiarthroplasty is performed. Furthermore,
compromising the structure or mechanical properties of cartilage of the glenoid will result
in the loss of the normal load-distributing and stabilizing mechanisms of the joint, and the
accelerated wear of the cartilage due to the loss of even distribution of force (14).
TSA is a highly technical procedure (13). In summary, it is performed by making an
incision on the anterior of the shoulder, between two muscles, the deltoid and the
pectoralis major, to access the glenohumeral joint. Once the incision is open, the scar
tissue that restricted the motion of the shoulder is removed, and one of the tendons is cut
to further access the joint. The damaged humeral head is removed, and prepared for a
humeral component placement. A smooth metal ball with a stem is press-fitted into the
humerus. The placement of the glenoid is prepared by reaming, which will shape and
orientate the bone of the glenoid, and the glenoid prosthesis is inserted. Then the tendon
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that was cut in the beginning of the procedure is repaired to the bone.
Glenoid complications are the most common challenge in TSA and require extensive
attention to the glenoid component in the surgery. Complications include inadequate
preparation of the bone surface, the prosthesis not fully seated on the prepared bone and
insufficient bone left for glenoid placement (15).

1.1.3.1

Glenoid Component

Many studies show that the glenoid component remains a primary concern in TSA, as
large percentages of failures of shoulder arthroplasties are related to problems in
managing the glenoid socket (15-18). This complication causes post-operative pain and
limited functionality of the shoulder, as well as a potential need for a revision surgery.

1.1.3.1.1

Anatomic Parameters

Anatomic parameters are considered to determine the glenoid implant and placement,
including glenoid height, width, inclination, shape and version as shown in Figure 1.5
(18, 19). A normal glenoid cavity has a pear shape (20) or is an elliptical (18). Glenoid
height is defined as the distance between the most superior and inferior points of the
glenoid. Glenoid width is the distance between the most anterior and posterior points on
the glenoid. Glenoid inclination is defined as the slope of the glenoid surface area along
the superior and inferior axis. Glenoid version is defined as the angular orientation of the
axis of the glenoid articular surface relative to the long (transverse) axis of the scapula;
posterior or positive angle is denoted as retroversion, while negative angle is anteversion
(18, 21).
Three evaluations of the glenoid are used to report its anatomic parameters, specifically
the height, weight and version. Checroun et al. (2002) evaluated 412 cadaveric scapulae
(22), Iannotti et al. (1992) evaluated 96 shoulders of patients and 44 cadaveric scapulae;
Iannotti et al. reported that there is no significant difference between the cadaveric
glenoid and those in live patients (20). Lastly Churchill et al. (2001) evaluated 172
matched pairs or 344 cadaveric scapulae; Churchill et al. chose 50 black men, 50 white
men, 50 black women and 22 white women (21).
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Figure 1.5: Anatomic Parameters
(A) Displays the glenoid height (B) Displays the upper and lower width if the glenoid is pear
shaped, and (C) Displays the glenoid version.
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In terms of glenoid shape, Checroun et al. reported that, of 412 cadaveric glenoid, 71%
were pear shaped, and 29% were elliptical, and found that female glenoids were 10%
smaller than male glenoids. Iannotti et al. only mentioned pear shapes, and reported a
ratio of lower to upper anterior-posterior measurement of 1:0.08 ± 0.01. Churchill et al.
made no mention of the shape of the glenoid.
With regards to glenoid height, Checroun et al. reported a mean glenoid height of
37.9 ± 2.7 mm. Iannotti et al. reported a mean glenoid height of 39 ± 3.7 mm. Churchill
et al. found that although the two races did not vary, there was a significant difference
between gender; Churchill et al. reported a mean male glenoid height of 37.5 ± 2.2 mm
and female glenoid height of 32.6 ± 1.8 mm (p < 0.001).
Concerning glenoid width, Checroun et al. reported a mean glenoid width of
29.3 ± 2.4 mm. Iannotti et al. reported two widths for each glenoid, as he believed the
glenoids were pear-shaped. Thus Iannotti et al. reported a mean upper glenoid width of
23 ± 2.7 mm and a mean lower glenoid width of 29 ± 3.1 mm. Churchill et al. reported a
mean glenoid width of 27.8 ± 1.6 mm in male specimens and 23.6 ± 1.5 mm in female
specimens (p < 0.001).
Only Churchill et al. made mention of glenoid inclination, and found that there was a
variability between gender and race, although not statistically different (p = 0.07 between
black men and white women). He found that the glenoid was superiorly inclined by
4.0 ± 3.4° in male specimens and superiorly inclined by 4.5 ± 3.8° in females.
Regarding glenoid version, Churchill et al. reported a mean glenoid retroversion of
1.23 ± 3.5°. Churchill et al. found no significant difference between gender; however
there is a difference between race as white patients were more retroverted than black
males (mean white, 2.66; mean black, 0.20; p < 0.00001). The parameter of glenoid
version has been emphasized in recent studies, with a normal range varying from 2°
anteversion to 9° retroversion and noted changes in version in the presence of
glenohumeral pathology (18).
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1.1.3.1.2

Glenoid Pathology

Glenoid arthritis is frequently associated with glenoid wear (18). Walch et al. generated a
classification system to describe glenoid wear patterns in arthritic glenoid after observing
113 GHJ with primary osteoarthritis (23). Walch et al. classified the main glenoid types
as A, B, and C.
Type A is classified as concentric wear, in which the humeral head is centered to allow
equal distribution of the joint reaction force along the glenoid surface. The minor erosion
is classified as Type A1, and the major as Type A2. Walch et al. found that the average
retroversion is 11.5 ± 8.8°. Type B is categorized by a posterior humeral head
subluxation with a posterior glenoid wear pattern; a joint reaction force is distributed
asymmetrically. Retroversion was found to be at least 18 ± 7.2°. Type C is defined by
glenoid retroversion of more than 25°, regardless of erosion.
In primary osteoarthritis, Walch et al. found that Type A was the most used in 1999;
however more recent studies found that Type B, or posterior glenoid wear due to humeral
head subluxation in the posterior joint, was the most common pattern (14, 18, 24). A
good preoperative axillary view is used to determine the glenoid wear, as it shows the
shape of the glenoid, as well as the position of the humerus, to assess for the extent and
location of the glenoid wear (14).
Iannotti et al. (2005) explained that there are two main reasons for glenoid retroversion of
patients with primary osteoarthritis with Type B to lead to posterior instability (25). First,
increasing glenoid retroversion causes the joint reaction force to translate posteriorly,
causing an off-axis moment, and posteriorly directed shear force across the glenoid face.
Second, the retroverted glenoid will effectively decrease the posterior wall height or joint
constraint.

1.1.3.1.3

Glenoid Design and Fixation

The primary goal in TSA is to ensure no complications in the glenoid component,
specifically in the glenoid placement. Therefore, many studies have attempted to
optimize the design and fixation of the glenoid component. Factors include, but are not
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limited to, metal vs. polyethylene backing, in-growth vs. cemented placement, and
pegged vs. keeled.
A study by Fox et al. (2009) collected 1542 primary total shoulder replacements and
presented 20 years follow-up data on a number of glenoid implant designs (26). The two
materials that Fox et al. evaluated were metal-backed, in which the glenoid surface is
polyethylene and the implanted area of the component is metal, and polyethylene, in
which the component is all polyethylene. Fox et al. found that metal-backed glenoid
components have the most surgery revisions due to infection, instability, wear and
loosening relative to polyethylene. The differences between the two materials are large;
2.3% of all metal-backing were infected, compared to 0.6% of all polyethylene; the
instability rate was 3.5% for metal-backed, compared to 0.5% for polyethylene. Overall,
16.7% of the metal-backed required surgery revisions, compared to 2.7% of the
polyethylene. Fox et al. concluded that the material used for the backing was significantly
associated with revisions. Fox et al. also found that the bone in-growth, non-cemented
implants are at a greater risk for failure over time due to material wear, component
loosening and instability compared to cemented implants. Finally, Fox et al. discovered
that aseptic loosening was the most common reason for revision, and contributed to about
42% of all revisions. Fox et al. concluded that to achieve the best survival of the glenoid
component involved using polyethylene and cemented implants.
Throckmorton et al. (2010) conducted a long-term study to determine the failure rate of
two types of mounting designs, pegged or keeled (27). The design of each component
type is shown in Figure 1.6, where the pegged design has three pegs aligned in the
superior-inferior axis, and the keeled design has a thick and flat trapezoid shape.
Throckmorton et al. compared their findings to two studies; one of these studies reported
that biomechanical analysis suggested pegged components perform better with normal
bone stock, while keeled components performed better with inadequate bone stock. The
other study reported that keeled components were most likely to shift in position and that
glenoid erosions became worsened.
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Figure 1.6: Two Types of Glenoid Component: Pegged
egged and Keeled
The glenoid
lenoid components have two different types to implant into the bone,
bone as represented
in the drawing. The left shows a pegged component, and the right shows a keeled
component. Pegged component has three pegs, with small rims around each peg to secure
placement of the implant. The keeled component is shaped as a trapezoid, with holes to
allow cement through to secure placement.
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The mean radiographic follow-up period was approximately 4 years, and found no
significant difference between both groups regarding clinical or radiographic
performance. Therefore, to optimize the design, polyethylene cemented design is
favoured, and although there is no significant difference between pegged and keeled
design, some studies prefer a pegged design as it has better seating. However, factors that
limit component fixation include inadequate bone stock and low strength of the available
bone (18); therefore, there is a need for further research in pegged vs. keeled design
regarding the associated limiting factors. It is important to note that nonconcentric
glenoid wear is often treated by eccentrically reaming the glenoid to correct the glenoid
version and improve fixation; instead of compensating the glenoid retroversion with
humeral anteversion, as Iannotti et al. reported that humeral component version does not
affect the glenoid component wall height or joint constraint (25).
Another factor contributing to the glenoid component design is the glenohumeral implant
conformity (Figure 1.7). Glenohumeral implant conformity is the relationship between
the convexity of the humeral head and the concavity of the glenoid components.
Biomechanics of the joint, specifically loading and stability, are significantly influenced
by the conformity of the glenohumeral joint (19). Concavity compression refers to the
stability obtained by compressing the humeral head into the concave glenoid fossa (28).
Increasing the magnitude of the compression load into the glenoid concavity increases the
stabilization of the GHJ, and the distributed loads is evenly spread in the glenoid.
Therefore equal convexity and concavity is desired as the GHJ is conformed; however
due to the compression, GHJ is constraint to humeral translation in the glenoid (14, 19).
Therefore, several studies suggested reaming the glenoid to create a radial mismatch,
which results in a greater glenoid radius than the humeral head radius (29-33).The radial
mismatch decreases the risk of glenoid loosening, as Nho et al. reported that on a
retrieval study, conformed glenoid components have greater wear than non-conformed
glenoid components (33). Therefore, a trade-off is shown between polyethylene wear and
GHJ stability; and as a result, the optimal radial mismatch is 6-7 mm, as discovered by
Walch et al. after evaluating 319 TSA (30).
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A

B

Figure 1.7: Glenohumeral Implant Conformity
A) Correct way of conforming the glenohumeral joint, as the load applied causes the
reaction force to be distributed evenly along the implant. B) Case when the glenoid is
incorrectly placed, the loading is applied on one side, causing the reaction force to behave
like a rocking horse. This will then loosen the glenoid component as well as accelerate
wear.
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1.1.3.1.4

Glenoid Component Failure

Matsen et al. (2008) reported many failures involving glenoid components, including the
failure of the component itself, the component seating, and the prosthetic loading (15).
Failures of the component itself include pitting and erosive wear on the prosthesis
surface, the fracture of the glenoid component including the keel or peg fracture, and
fracture of the polyethylene body. The wear of the glenoid due to metal backing as well
as the separation of the polyethylene and metal are also failures of the component itself.
Failures of the component seating include inadequate preparation of the bone surface, the
prosthesis not fully seated on prepared bone and inadequate bone stock for component
placement. Prostheses not fully seated on the prepared bone, which may be caused by
glenoid component malalignment, is the most common reason to have surgery revisions.
Glenoid component malpositioning contributes to aseptic loosening, as the distributed
force is not applied on the glenoid face evenly, causing one end to elevate as the other
end compresses. Matsen et al. reported a study that showed seating was much worse for
the keeled component than for the pegged component, due to the precision of the match
between the geometry of the design to the prepared bone. Insufficient bone stock is also
an issue as there is no support to secure the fixation of the glenoid component.
Failures due to prosthetic loading include the glenohumeral implant conformity, rim
loading, glenohumeral instability and rotator cuff insufficiency. Glenohumeral implant
conformity can influence failure by the excessive conforming of the joint surfaces, which
limits the translation of the humerus, increases the concavity compression, and increases
wear of the glenoid component. Rim loading is the loading on one edge, which causes the
opposite edge to elevate; continuous rim loading will cause a rocking-horse effect, and
lead to aseptic loosening. Glenoid component version refers to the abnormal version of
the component, which leads to eccentric loading on the glenoid and eventual increase to
cement mantle stress. Finally, rotator cuff insufficiency is the instability in the
glenohumeral joint, which causes rocking-horse loosening due to eccentric loading (15,
34).
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1.2 Robotic joint replacement or resurfacing in other joints
Robotics is a relatively young field of modern technology that crosses traditional
engineering boundaries (35). It was not until the mid-twentieth century that mechanics,
controls, computers and electronics were combined to create the field of robotics (36). In
1979, The Robot Institute of America defined a robot as ‘A reprogrammable,
multifunctional manipulator, designed to move material, parts, tools or specialized
devices through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks’
(37). Sciavicco et al. mentioned that this definition reflects the current status of robotics
technology (36), and Spong et al. specifically pointed out a keyword “reprogrammable”,
which accounts for the utility and adaptability of the robot ‘brain’ (35).
The first robot used for orthopaedic surgery was ROBODOC, shown in Figure 1.8
(Integrated Surgical Supplies Ltd., Sacramento, CA). It was also the first surgical robot
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and was developed at the
University of California-Davis from 1986 to 1992 (38, 39). ROBODOC was an active
robot, designed to assist the surgeon to perform a total hip arthroplasty, with computeraided robotic milling devices for accurate implant placement on the femoral bone. The
ROBODOC procedure was performed clinically on human patients in 1991(39, 40). In
hopes of satisfying the needs of the FDA, studies from 1991 to 1998 showed
improvement of fit, fill and alignment of implants statistically compared to conventional
total hip arthroplasty, with accuracy within 0.4 mm and 96% precision (38, 41).
However, ROBODOC complications included longer surgery times and greater learning
curves for the surgeons operating with the robot (38). Also, when the monitoring system
detected an error, the robot stopped its task and corrected the error before proceeding. In
addition, there was a slight increase in blood loss due to the locator pins as a marker
reference used for image guidance anchored on the bone (38). Currently, ROBODOC,
which has been approved over the years, uses surface-matching procedures to replace the
locator pins. It is commercially available by Integrated Surgical Systems Inc., Davis, CA,
and has been applied in over 10,000 procedures (42).
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Figure 1.8: The Robodoc System1
The left-most arm with the blue band is a bone milling machine, used to prepare the
placement of the implant on the bone. The middle arm is a mechanical arm digitizer with
a stylus probe on the platform for digitization purposes in the pre-operative planning.

1

Modified from RoboDoc 1.0 surgical system [Internet]. Pleasanton, CA: Compass Services; 2014; cited
July 25, 2014]. Available from: http://compassdesign.com/robodoc1/.
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Active Constraint ROBOT, or ACROBOT (The Acrobot Company Ltd, London, UK), is
another early robot used for orthopaedic surgery (38, 41). ACROBOT used a different
approach than ROBODOC, where ACROBOT allowed the surgeons some control in the
arthroplasty surgery, making the system synergic. ACROBOT was a six DOF articulated
robot arm designed for industrial robot (38, 42), and transformed into a surgical robot.
ACROBOT uses a software-based motion constraint system using force feedback; this
software will ensure that the bone milling process is still in a safe region for the bone
preparation of the knee prosthesis bed (43). There are two skills required to work with
ACROBOT: a skill of the robot to accurately cut flat surfaces in specified positions, and a
skill of the surgeon to judge how much force is need to be applied to cut away the
undesired bone (43). To synergize the two skills, the surgeons have complete control over
the cutting process while the robot prevents the surgeons to damage the soft tissue or
remove too much bone material, and guides the surgeons to registered cuts in the bone
(43). ACROBOT is the first active surgical robot, and it is currently commercially
available for partial knee replacement (40, 42). ACROBOT was recently acquired by
MAKO as part of a settlement in intellectual property litigation (41).
Bone Resection Instrument Guidance by Intelligent Manipulator, or BRIGIT (MedTech
S.A., Montpellier, FR), is an active robot intended for use in total knee arthroplasty (44).
A main functionality of BRIGIT is to lock the knee in position to ensure accuracy of the
knee prosthesis placement. Determining and optimizing the lock position is included in
the patient specific pre-operative planning, to allow surgeons to use their tools to
resurface the bone at a precise angle, and to ensure that the knee prosthesis is accurately
placed without any complications. BRIGIT was developed by MedTech’s Intelligent
Surgical Instrument Technology, acquired by Zimmer in 2006, and cleared for FDA in
2006. However, it was believed that BRIGIT was never used clinically even after
Zimmer announced the availability and price of BRIGIT (44).
MAKOplasty (Mako Surgical, Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA) is a procedure for Robotic arm
Interactive Orthopaedic (RIO) systems; it is a hands-on collaborative device intended for
any orthopaedic joint replacement; so far, however, it has only been performing on total
hip replacement (41, 45) and knee replacement (41, 46). MAKOplasty provides both
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auditory and haptic feedback, to allow surgeons to mill out bones only in the negative
area from the pre-operative plan (41, 46). This system was FDA approved in May 2005,
and is currently commercialized (44). In 2011, it was reported that there were 36 RIO
systems in operation, and over 2300 procedures performed (41, 44).
With the vision of higher accuracy and precision in mind, the technology of surgical
robots is expanding (38). One of the most recent orthopaedic surgical robots is the
SpineAssist (Mazor Robotics, Caesarea, Israel), a miniature robot used to guide surgeons’
placement of the bone on the vertebra. The SpineAssist is directly mounted onto the bony
anatomy depending on the location obtained from the pre-operative plan, so that the
SpineAssist and the spine can be treated as one rigid body (47). Recently, the FDA
approved the use of the Mazor robot for brain surgery in 2012 due to its precision and
simplicity (48).

1.3 Robots
1.3.1

Definition

A robot is a mechanical structure or manipulator that consists of a set of rigid bodies
connected by a means of articulation (36, 49). In other words, a robot is made up of links
connected by joints. There are two elementary types of joints as shown in Figure 1.9: 1)
rotational (revolute) and 2) translational (prismatic). Each joint has one DOF, and can be
combined to create a complex joint, which will result in more than one DOF. For
example, a Cartesian robot has three prismatic joints to provide translation in three
perpendicular axes, resulting in a three DOF robot. An articulated robot has at least three
rotary joints, which can be used as a robot manipulator or a robotic arm. A robotic arm is
composed of three parts: an arm for mobility, a wrist for dexterity and an end effector for
tasks to be performed (36).
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Figure 1.9: Representation of Revolute and Prismatic Joints
The two types of robot joints are revolute (top) and prismatic (bottom) joints as
illustrated. The revolute joint allows rotation of a joint, whereas the prismatic joint
provides linear motion, such as expansion and retraction.
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Furthermore, a robot involves the study of mechanics, electronics, control theory, and
computer science. For example, in computer science, the output of a robotic system is the
actual task ordered by the code, which is monitored by sensors. Control theory allows the
sensors to transmit task information and compare with the prescribed task. The difference
is sent back into the controller, which then sends out information to correct the task in the
actuators; this process is known as a feedback system (50). A mixture of mechanics and
electronics allow sensors to be integrated into the system. The two main types of sensors
found in each joint for this research are position and torque sensors.
Position and impedance controls are two types of robot design algorithm that are used for
this study. Position control is a robot motion control, which allows the user to move the
end effector to the desired location, and to define the path and trajectory planning of the
robot (35). Impedance control is an interaction control, which allows the robot to interact
with the environment, resulting in a collaborative robot with the user. Furthermore,
impedance control regulates the mechanical impedance, such as damping and stiffness
(35).
Currently, robots are widely available for industrial use as they increase productivity and
precision, and decrease labour costs (35). A robot is an autonomous machine capable of
executing a set of programs automatically to carry out actions. Robotics is concerned
with the study of those machines that can replace human beings in the execution of a
task, both physical activity and decision making (36). A robot is used to complete a job
that does not require intelligence, and to make easier the work of humans.

1.3.2

Surgical Robot

Davies defines a surgical robot as ‘a powered computer controlled manipulator with
artificial sensing that can be reprogrammed to move and position tools to carry out a
range of surgical tasks’ (40). This statement implies that the robot will have the
functionalities of surgeons, which is the purpose of having a robot-assisted procedure.
However, the robot will not replace surgeons, as the robots do not have enough
intelligence to carry out the surgery; rather, the robot will be used to assist surgeons to
enhance precision in results. A robot-assisted procedure is also a minimally invasive
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approach, which will reduce the surgical scar and soft tissue disruption. Also, using a
robot to assist the surgeons help reduce the amount of repetitive tasks to keep surgeons
focused (40).
In general, robotic systems used in surgical procedures are comprised of three phases: a)
pre-operative planning, b) intraoperative intervention, and c) post-operative assessment
(40). In the case of joint arthroplasty, pre-operative planning involves digitizing an
anatomy to create a 3D anatomy model and superimposing the virtual implant model over
the new 3D anatomy model. After superimposing and optimizing the location of the
implant model, negative area, or the overlapped area between the implant model and the
3D anatomy model, can be determined for the drilling process of the robot, and the
operative plan for the robot and the surgeons is created. The second phase is the
intraoperative stage, in which the 3D model has been registered and negative area has
been inputted into the robotic system. The robot will then drill out the negative area for
implant placement. It is important to note that surgeons monitor the process of the robot
to ensure that the operation runs smoothly. Finally, in the post-operative phase, the
assessment is completed, the robot is removed and the patient is released.
There are five key requirements in orthopaedic surgery: 1) safety, 2) accuracy, 3)
sterility, 4) integration in the operating room, and 5) measureable benefits (51). By using
a surgical robot, these requirements can be achieved, and possibly improved. For
example, the first criteria can be implemented by using force measurement; the robot may
sense a force change when the anatomy has been moved. This detection will slow down
or stop the robotic task to avoid any unnecessary problems. The second requirement is
accuracy, and the robot’s accuracy can be comparable to or better than the surgeon’s
accuracy. The accuracy of implant placement by surgeons can range from 0.5 – 1.0 mm,
and in orthopaedic procedures, an accuracy of 1 mm is efficient to carry out the
procedure (51). Finally, due to the high accuracy of the robot, the measureable benefits,
such as less blood loss and hospital stays due to removing only undesirable regions for
minimal soft tissue disruption, can be increased (52).
There are different types of surgical robots that are classified according to their surgical
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tasks: passive robot, active robot, synergistic systems, and master-slave ‘telemanipulator’
systems (40). A passive robot is one that is fixed at a location, and is powered down or
locked so that tools can be used at this fixed place. In other words, these robots can be
used as tool holders at appropriate locations. The second classification is an active robot,
in which the robot is programmed to complete the tasks automatically using sensors or
any input commands. For example, an existing robot system for laparoscopic surgery will
assist surgeons by allowing a camera to guide surgeons to view what they desire. This
type of robot requires extensive research and preoperative planning since it has higher
safety concerns as it performs autonomously and is in control of tasks (40). For this
reason, active robots are usually developed specific to a procedure. Surgeons and surgical
robots can work together to create a synergistic system, and this allows the robot to be
collaborative (40, 53). Surgeons can have control over the robot, while the robot restricts
surgeons from unsafe regions. The last classification is the master-slave systems, in
which surgeons have complete control over the robot, and act as masters by using a
joystick or a kinematic mimic system to move the robot manipulator (slave).

1.3.3

Advantages and Disadvantages

There are three main advantages of robot-assisted orthopaedic surgery over conventional
surgery (39). Firstly, the precision of the robot-assisted surgery is approximately an order
of magnitude better than that of the surgeons. The accuracy and safety of procedures
depend on the judgement of the surgeons (51). Secondly, the robot can be more reliable
and produce better outcomes in repeatable tasks. Thirdly, when combined with dynamic
scanning and positioning technology, the robot has great spatial accuracy.
Moreover, the surgical robot can prevent drilling motions into critical regions or allow
motions along a specified direction, such as drilling an angled hole. This is useful for
orthopaedic applications, especially in cases in which drilling bones is a requirement; in
such a case, one must be careful in removing undesired parts, keep the good bones and
ensure that there is minimal soft tissue disruption (40).
However, surgical robots have complications, such as slower adoption rate in clinics, and
the need to immobilize patients (47). Also, the operating time associated with the use of
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the surgical robot is significantly longer than conventional surgery. As a result, the
learning curve for surgeons operating with a robot is significantly greater than without
the use of a robot (52). Longer surgical time can also raise concerns about the correlation
between surgical time and infection risks (41). Also, when the robot monitoring system
detects an error, the robot stops, and has to undergo many processes to confirm whether it
is safe to continue, which will significantly increase surgical times (38). Another
disadvantage of using a surgical robot is, due to the intensive preoperative planning
required for robot navigation, patients are exposed to more radiation by CT scan, which
can raise health concerns (41).
For the robot manipulator to be used in medical applications, there should be a significant
benefit over conventional surgery. Surgeons are reluctant to spend more time in
preoperative planning regardless of the performance of the robotic system. Therefore, it is
necessary to show an improvement in outcomes and cost effectiveness, as well as safety
and ease-of-use, rather than simply focus on the performance of the robot system (54).

1.3.4

Safety Considerations

The latest ISO 10218-1 and 10218-2 standards for robotic safety allow a collaborative
robot to be operated unguarded (53). Collaborative robots contain features such as force
feedback, which allows the robot to safely stop without damaging its surroundings if the
robot detects a collision.
Najmaei et al. (2010) studied the human factors that influence the safety assessment of
robots in an interactive environment (55). Furthermore, Najmaei et al. suggested that a
risk assessment should be used in the path planning process to improve the safety of the
robot system. Primary considerations for the safety of the collaborative robot should
focus on planning and control strategies to avoid collisions with humans. Although
physical factors, such as impact force based on the distance between the robot and human
or obstacles, the relative velocity, and the inertia, are important considerations for
preventing collision and decreasing risk with humans, human factors are also important
to consider in risk assessment, such as fatigue and improper body language.
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This area of research is still in its early stage; however, human factors can provide
intelligence in the decision-making process. For example, by analyzing human body
language, robots can have a feedback system of humans’ cognitive and emotional state
interpretation. This is done to enhance the safety of human-robot interactions. Firstly,
human physiological signals are important factors because they have a significant effect
on the risk of collision. For example, if the user is tired or stressed, then the risk of
collision may significantly increase. Secondly, monitoring the direction of the humans’
eye gaze and body orientation could potentially improve the risk assessment of the robot,
as there is a relation between their focus and awareness of the robot. Najmaei et al.
developed an algorithm to determine a risk index to include in the path planning of the
robot, and found that including the physical and human factors significantly improved the
performance of the robotic system.

1.4 Registration and Digitization
Registration is finding coordinate transformation from one set of data to another, in order
to align important features of both sets of data (56). In the case of computer- or robotassisted procedures in orthopaedic surgery, a virtual model of a bone in the joint is
registered to the patient’s computer tomography (CT) scan obtained from the preoperative plan. Two main registration algorithms to determine the transformation of two
sets of data or three-dimensional (3D) objects are point-to-point registration and surfacebased registration. Firstly, point-to-point registration, also known as paired point
registration, involves identifying more than three key target points on both 3D objects
before registration (57). Point-to-point registration utilizes the least sum of squares errors
to find the best transformation to align two 3D objects. Secondly, surface-based
registration compares two 3D objects by the point clouds. The most commonly used
surface-based registration is an iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm by, in which the
algorithm finds the closest point in the point cloud of one 3D model to a given point of
the other 3D model, and this is done for all points in both 3D models (58).
Mcdonald et al. (2007) compared three different registration procedures, including pointto-point, surface-based, and surface-based with noise reduction (59), and found that
surface-based without noise reduction produced the lowest registration error, as well as
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the most consistent results, and it was significantly better than the point-to-point
procedure and surface-based with noise reduction.
Moreover, digitization is a representation of a 3D object in a set of points. A digitization
device, or a digitizer, is a tool that measures 3D coordinates into a digital form, providing
3D position (x, y and z coordinates) and orientation (yaw, pitch and roll) data into a
computer system. In this project, a digitizer utilizes a stylus probe to trace over the object,
and the system then converts the digitization of the object into a 3D representation format
readable by a computer; the computer samples the stylus probe movement to transmit
discrete data points at different coordinates (60). A digitization device can be used as a
navigational tracking system in surgery, where the ideal virtual imaging data is registered
to the patient’s CT scan to guide surgical procedures. In orthopaedic surgery, the
digitization device can be used for localization, which is a process of pinpointing the
location of the bony structures and anatomical landmarks.

1.4.1

Digitization Device

Tracking systems can be used as digitizers, as tracking systems are used to monitor six
DOF with respect to a reference point in real-time. Existing tracking systems include
electromagnetic, optical or mechanical arm equipped with a stylus probe (61).
Electromagnetic tracking systems utilize a source, which is a transmitter that generates a
magnetic field using the three orthogonal wire coils in the transmitter, and a receiver,
which detects this signal that will measure the magnetic field and processes this signal in
a computer for analysis. Current electromagnetic tracker systems use a six DOF stylus,
such as a Polhemus Patriot Digitizer (Figure 1.10). The Polhemus Patriot Digitizer uses a
free-form stylus tool, with a cable attached to electromagnetic coils enclosed in a plastic
shell that emits a magnetic field, which is the reference frame for the stylus. The
Polhemus Patriot Digitizer has a marketed absolute accuracy of 0.05” (1.3 mm).
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Figure 1.10: Electromagnetic Tracking System: Polhemus Patriot Digitizer2
The black box in the top left corner is a receiver used to detect the signal transmitted by
the source in the top right corner, and then process this signal in the computer. The
bottom shows a digitizer pen, which is a probe to digitize an object, and is attached to the
source.

2

Modified from: Polhemus announces rhinoceros plug-in for stylus based, hand-held digitizing [Internet].
China: SouVR Co.; 2008; cited July 25, 2014. Available from: http://en.souvr.com/news/200803/836.html
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The optical tracking system is the most commonly used tracking modality (62, 63). The
optical system contains a series of cameras and trackers that can be mounted to track
motions, or equipped with a stylus probe to use as digitizers. Trackers have markers that
are passive or active; passive systems utilize light-reflecting markers and active systems
use light-emitting markers. Wiles et al. (2004) has shown that the difference in the
accuracy between active and passive systems is minimal (64). Optical systems measure
the location and orientation by triangulation and time-of-flight calculation after detecting
the light emitted or reflected from the markers. An example of an optical motion analysis
system is the Optotrak Certus (Figure 1.11). The Optotrak Certus has three cameras and
various trackers with three markers and utilizes a stylus with the tracker attached as a
digitizer. The Optotrak Certus has a marketed accuracy of 0.1 mm.
Finally, a last type of digitizer is a mechanical arm digitizer (Figure 1.12). It consists of
an articulated arm design, sensors in the joints of the linkage chain, and the stylus linked
to the end effector. The sensors determine the relative orientation of the linkage, and with
the known link size and number of joints, the 3D coordinates can be calculated (60, 65).
The Microscribe digitizer is a mechanical arm digitizer with five or six DOF stylus
depending on the model. The Microscribe 3DX reported a marketed accuracy of 0.009”
(0.23 mm). Currently, some surgical robotic systems implement the Microscribe, such as
Robodoc and Acrobot. FARO arm is another mechanical arm digitizer and is a passive
six DOF digitizer, with a 200 mm probe cylinder and a thin shaft at the end. Rohling et
al. (1995) found that the accuracy of the FARO arm is less than 0.5 mm, and that the
FARO arm was comparable to the Optotrak; however, the Optotrak resulted in better
accuracy (65).
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A

B

Figure 1.11: Optical Tracking System: Optotrak Certus3,4
(A) a Certus stylus with three markers in the tracker, (B) three cameras are shown in three
black circles in the horizontal bar in the Optotrak Certus system.
3

Orthopaedic and spine research [Internet]. Waterloo, Ontario: Northern Digital Inc; 2014; cited July
25, 2014. Available from: http://www.ndigital.com/msci/applications/orthopaedic-spine-research/.
4

Modified from: Optotrak certus hd dmm [Internet]. Cincinnati, OH: Exact Metrology; N/A; cited
July 25, 2014. Available from: http://www.exactmetrology.com/products/ndi/optotrak-certus-hddmm/.
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Figure 1.12: Mechanical Arm Digitizers: Microscribe 3DX5 and FARO Arm6
Pictured are examples of mechanical arm digitizers; the joints in both mechanical arm
digitizers are all revolute. The right side is a Microscribe 3DX, with the digitizing pen in
home position for calibration purposes, and the left side is a FARO arm.

5

Using a touch probe to acquire muscle fibre data [Internet]. Toronto, Ontario: James McCrae; 2008; cited
July 25, 2014. Available from: http://www.dgp.toronto.edu/~mccrae/projects/microscribe/.
6

Faro arm [Internet]. UK: Automation Technologies; 2011; cited July 25, 2014. Available from:
http://www.automationtechnologies.co.uk/services/cimage1.html.
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In this thesis, a 7-axis collaborative KUKA robot will be used as a mechanical arm
digitizer. Although the manufacturers of the KUKA robot reported that it has a
repeatability of 0.05 mm, for the purpose of this thesis, it is hypothesized that this KUKA
robot can be competitive with the aforementioned digitizers in this review section. One of
the advantages of using a KUKA robot is the reprogrammability, as the robot has other
purposes than just digitization.

1.4.2

Advantages and Disadvantages of Digitizing Technologies

The advantages and disadvantages of each type of device are outlined in Table 1.1:
Table 1.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of Digitization Devices
Advantage

Optical

Electromagnetic

Articulated
Arm

Disadvantage

• Very high accuracy
• Very high resolution
• Tracked six DOF
sensors are relatively
large

• Need clear line of sight between source
and sensors otherwise measurements
are lost
• Camera lens and image distortions and
rough handling can decrease accuracy
(66)

• Flexible due to no
clear line-of-sight
• Less expensive than
optical tracker

• Accuracy is relatively lower, depending
on the placement
• Possible interference of metallic objects
(67)
• Wiring can be obtrusive in surgery

• Very high accuracy
• No metal or radio
interference
• Low cost

• Small work area
• Inaccurate if no calibration is done
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1.4.3

Accuracy Assessments

The two most common standards in validating the accuracy of surgical guidance devices
are the ISO 5725-1:1994 “Accuracy (trueness and precision) of measurement methods
and results” and the ISO 9238 “Manipulating industrial robots – Performance criteria
and related test methods”. Figure 1.13 summarizes the definition of accuracy in ISO
5725-1:1994, and ISO 9238 defines accuracy as the closeness of agreement between a
test result and the accepted reference value. For digitization or surgical navigators,
absolute position accuracy is considered the highest priority (68).
In surgical guidance devices, the literature review suggests dividing the term “accuracy”
into three different types: intrinsic or technical accuracy, registration accuracy and
application accuracy (69, 70). In orthopaedic applications, the technical accuracy applies
to a digitizer as a localizer. The technical accuracy is the average error of the component
in its operational use; in other words, how reliable is the digitizer in defining its own
position in space? The registration error relates to coordinate transformation, where the
fiducial of the markers is registered in image space. Application accuracy reflects the
overall error in the surgical procedure, including technical and registration accuracy. In
general, the acceptable range of the technical, registration and application accuracies
should be 0.1 – 0.6 mm, 0.2 – 3.0 mm and 0.6 – 10 mm, respectively (69, 70).
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Figure 1.13: Overview of ISO 5725-1:1994
Three different terms are used to summarize ISO 5725:1994. More trueness means that
the targets are closer to the ideal location, which is the black circle in the centre.
Increasing precision shows the targets closer with each other. Accuracy consists of
trueness and precision, and the more trueness and precision, the more accurate the results.
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Methods of validating the accuracy of the digitization device have been developed and
consist of a phantom and a protocol. A study by Koivukangas (2013) was found to be the
most relevant to this thesis (66). Koivukangas had specially designed an accuracy
assessment phantom as shown in Figure 1.14. This phantom has three separate levels
attached with screws to form the total reference volume of 120×120×100 mm. Each level
has 49 points, spaced at 20 mm, and machined with a tolerance of 0.015 mm. Using 17
points on each level, the protocol is to collect coordinate data in x, y and z directions of
each point from point 1 to point 17 on each level. The center point, or point 9 in Figure
1.14, is the reference point. The algorithm is similar to previous studies such as Hummel
el al and Frantz et al (71-73), which is a form of Euclidean Distance of accumulated
measured point and theoretical point. The equation is:
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Eq. 1

where Xij, Yij, Zij are true values, XM, YM, ZM are measured values and 25 corresponds to
the center point, i-th is the number of points, and j-th is the level number.
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Figure 1.14: Accuracy Assessment Block
Calculations of the mean error, RMS error and 95% confidence interval are, respectively:
Average Error:
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Eq. 2

RMS Error:
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Eq. 3

95% Confidence Interval:
 % !   " #

Eq. 4

where $ denotes one standard deviation.

Koivukangas found that low standard deviation may show that the accuracy assessment
block works well. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, it was decided to use
Koivukangas’ method to assess the accuracy of the digitization device.
The material used to create the phantom was acrylic plastic due to its very high moisture
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resistance and thermal stability. The temperature range in which acrylic plastic can be
used without deformation is -40ºC to +70ºC.

1.5 Rationale
Total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) is the third most common joint replacement and the
single most common in the upper limb. While computer- and robot-assisted technologies
have enjoyed extensive development for hip and knee replacements, little has been done
to study the efficacy of these methods in the upper limb. Thus, the focus of this work is
the study and development of a robot-assisted system for total shoulder arthroplasty and
related joint resurfacing treatments.
Insufficient instrumentation for the glenoid results in component malalignment, causing
loading conditions, which may promote accelerated wear and/or aseptic loosening, and
potentially cause humeral instability. Recent focus has been on the development of
alignment guides, both implant-specific and patient-specific. Yet the use of these and
other jigs precludes the use of minimally invasive techniques, an increasingly important
trend in surgical treatments. Leveraging the precision of robotics for TSA may improve
implant placement and provide a platform navigated minimally invasive protocols.
Various strategies for robotic assistance control schemes have been employed for joint
reconstruction in the lower limb. These include fully active autonomous control, ‘active
constraint’ and ‘semi-active’ control. In spite of an early checkered history of
complications involving some autonomous robots, several contemporary studies have
shown that robotic assistance can improve the accuracy of lower limb joint reconstruction
without increasing complications. The vast majority of this literature focuses on bone
sectioning planes or preparation of the joint bed to accept an implant. As articulated by
Van Ham et al. (2005) in the context of hip replacement, “The important factor for the
lifetime and the functioning of the prosthesis is the correct orientation of the implanted
cup”, and some research shows that this concept should be extended to the shoulder (74).
However, few computer-navigated or robot-assisted systems for this procedure exist.
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1.6 Objective
The overall objective of this thesis was to characterize the accuracy and efficacy of a 7axis collaborative robot as a manually operated surface digitization device for use in
surgical orthopaedic procedures, with special interest in the development of robotassisted shoulder replacement. Specific objectives to achieve this goal were: 1) to
quantify the system’s accuracy using an established gold standard assessment protocol,
and 2) to quantify the accuracy and efficacy of the robotic digitization method with
validation on the glenoid structure.

1.7 Hypotheses
It is hypothesized that using a collaborative robot itself to digitize a glenoid structure will
produce average digitization errors of less than 0.5 mm. This level of accuracy would be
better than existing intra-operative digitization devices. It is further hypothesized that a
novel laser registration method will prove efficacious in reverse-engineering the glenoid
structure.

1.8 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 presents an accuracy assessment of the robot-assisted digitization method
within a working volume that encompasses the human glenoid. Chapter 3 is a study
quantifying the accuracy of the robot in digitizing cadaveric glenoids, with validation
from a ‘gold standard’ commercial laser reverse-engineering system. Chapter 4
summarizes the conclusions drawn from this work, and recommends future work.
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Chapter 2

2

Determination of the accuracy of a 7-axis collaborative
robot as a manually operated surface digitizer: with
emphasis on robot-assisted surgeries within small
working volumes

2.1 Introduction
Collaborative robotics is a recent trend in some surgical procedures – especially total
joint replacement or resurfacing – in which a robot-mounted rotary burr cutter is used to
machine the cortical and subchondral bone in preparation for a prosthesis (1, 2). Unlike
automatic robotic systems, collaborative robot control implies that the user manipulates
the robot physically as though it is a tool. For this mode of control, the robot compensates
for all external forces, including its own mass gravity weight, so that the surgeon can
move the robot freely (3, 4). Typically, the robot’s controller is pre-programmed with a
pre-operative plan and the robot varies its stiffness as a means of guiding the surgeon to
maintain the cutter within the planned region. The more common robotic systems that use
this method are the Acrobot (The Acrobot Company Ltd, London, UK) (5) and
MAKOplasty (MAKO Surgical Corp, Fort Lauderdale, Florida) (6).
In any computer-navigated or robot-assisted procedure, the pre-operative plan is matched
to the patient’s anatomy through a coordinate registration process (7). This requires intraoperative digitization of specific osseous anatomy, which is most often, performed using
a six degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) tracking system fitted with a contact stylus probe. The
surgeon touches the stylus tip to specific osseous features, such as joint articulations and
bony prominences in the case of joint replacement and spinal procedures, or craniofacial
features in the case of neurosurgery. The coordinate reference frame for the pre-operative
plan and all navigation is based on rigid body transformations, which require that any
deformations in the relevant anatomical segments are assumed to be negligible.
Most collaborative robots are of an articulated open-chain design with rotary joints. As
such, they resemble passive articulated contact digitizing arms such as the Microscribe®
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(Immersion Corp, San Jose, California), which have been extensively validated for
coordinate measurement and reverse engineering applications (8). An articulated
digitizing arm uses rotary encoders at its joints. By measuring the rotational angle of all
joints, and knowing the geometry of the links between joints and of the stylus, the
location of the stylus tip is resolved relative to the base frame. Then the digitized surface
location can be calculated relative to any other reference frame that is known relative to
the digitizer’s base frame. As collaborative robots also use rotary encoders for their
positioning control feedback, it is possible to use any of these devices as a manually
operated surface contact digitizer. Currently, optical or electromagnetic 6DOF tracking
systems are most widely used in navigated surgical procedures; however, in those
procedures where a collaborative robot is already in use, it may be possible to perform
the digitizations needed for coordinate registration using the robot itself.
The purpose of this investigation was to quantify the accuracy of manual surface
digitization using a collaborative robot. A general method for performing this evaluation
in any open-chain collaborative robot was developed, and in this context, the efficacy of
this method in surgical applications is discussed.

2.2 Methods
Robot – The robot used was a lightweight robot LWR 4+ (KUKA Robotics GmbH) with
KR C2 controller. To achieve the manual digitization of the block, the robot was in a
Cartesian impedance controller, so that the LWR 4+ could be operated in collaborative
mode to allow the user to move the stylus probe manually. Furthermore, the robot
collected the data information in Cartesian form without any transformation needed
rather than recording the orientation of each axis that may be less meaningful to the user.
The location of each accuracy assessment points were manually digitized using the robot,
and the data collection was retained for error analysis calculations.
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Stylus Design – Two stainless steel styli were press-fit on opposing sides of a custom
Delrin® handle, which was mounted to the robot’s end effector (Figure 2.1). One stylus
had a sharp conical tip while the other had a rounded-tip with radius of 0.74 mm. The
radius of the rounded-tip was measured from a magnified high-resolution picture the tip.
The sharp tip can be damaging when tracing over an object for digitization, and thus the
rounded-tip stylus is more practical. However, there is a small offset error in the
calibration method of the rounded-tip stylus (Figure 2.2), thus the sharp stylus was used
as the gold standard for digitization, since the calibrated position matches its geometric
tip when using the pivot vector method. Both tips had a cone angle of 30° and a stylus
length of 95 mm from the handle, and each tip was located 160 mm from the center of the
end-effector’s mounting flange. The tip location of each stylus was calibrated relative to
the robot’s end-effector coordinate frame using the robot controller’s built-in tool
calibration procedure with the XYZ 4-point method, as per the manufacturer’s
documentation (9). A machined 60° conical dimple was used as the pivot point. As such,
the sharp stylus tip was calibrated at the dimple’s apex, while the rounded stylus was
calibrated at the center of its spherical tip radius. The tip locations were determined by
the average of 10 calibrations in order to avoid an errant calibration and to quantify
calibration variance. Calibrated XYZ coordinates for sharp and rounded-tip stylus were
X = -158.7 ± 0.31 mm, Y = -2.14 ± 0.34 mm, Z = 40.6 ± 0.34 mm and X = 157.7 ± 0.36
mm, Y = 1.92 ± 0.39 mm, Z = 38.9 ± 0.31 mm, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Stylus Handle of the Robot
Pictured is a custom-made Delrin handle to manually move the robot to digitize an
object. The handle has two styli press-fitted at each end, and is mounted onto the flange
of the robot. The left end shows a rounded-tip stylus with a radius of 0.74 mm, and the
right end shows a sharp tip stylus.
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Figure 2.2: Rounded-tip Calibration Error
Calibrating the sharp stylus will result in a calibrated point at the very tip. However,
when calibrating the rounded-tip, calibrated point will be at the centre of the rounded tip
(blue dot). Therefore there is a small offset.
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Accuracy Assessment Blocks – Two master digitization blocks were fabricated from
acrylic using a CNC mill (VF4 Vertical Machining Center) with a tolerance of 0.001”
(0.0254 mm). Acrylic was used for its thermal stability (10). Accuracy assessment points
consisted of conical dimples in which each stylus could be engaged. Each accuracy
assessment point was at the depth of each conical dimple. Dimples were made with a
cone angle of 60° and were machined on the surfaces of the blocks with 5 mm spacing
and a location tolerance of 0.002” (0.0508 mm). One master block (B1) had overall
dimensions of 60×60×60 mm, which included the digitized volume of 55×55×55 mm,
produced by the 2.5 mm depth of the dimples. On each face, the digitized area is
50×50 mm (Figure 2.3), and the distance of the dimples between the opposite face is
55 mm. This block B1 had digitization dimples on 5 faces of a cube with 121 dimples on
each face. A second master block (B2) had overall dimensions of 65×65×60, with
digitized volume of 55×55×50 mm (Figure 2.4). The volume described by the
digitization dimples of this block B2 was similar to that of block B1; however, the
digitization volume of block B2 was divisible by six separate sections at 10 mm
increments, which allowed digitization of the volume inside of the cube in a manner
similar to that reported by Koivukangas (2012) (10). Also, the design of block B2 was
unable to achieve the digitization of the height of 55 mm due to increments of 10 mm for
each layer, as block B1 was created first and the author found that the block B1 had too
high of an error, therefore later designed block B2 to only consist of translation. Unlike
the design of Koivukangas, which was divided into three equal sections, the six equal
sections of our block B2 was designed such that each digitization level was comprised of
a single section, which was replaced on the base with the next 10 mm thicker section to
achieve the next digitization level. While the Koivukangas design is likely less expensive
to fabricate, due to the use of six identical sections, this design minimizes error stack-up
since there is always one single assembly interface.
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Figure 2.3: An Isometric View of Block B1
Shown is a computer-aided design (CAD) of Block B1 in isometric view. Block B1 is a
five-face block with 121 dimple points at 5 mm displacement on each face. B1 has
overall block dimensions of 60×60×60 mm, with a digitized volume of 55×55×55 mm.
Refer to Appendix D for detailed drawing.
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Figure 2.4 a-f: Block B2 with Six Different Layers at 10 mm Displacement
Starting at 0 mm displacement, each CAD model of Block B2 is shown at an increment
of 10 mm. Second master block (B2) had overall block dimensions of 65×65×60, with
digitized volume of 55×55×50 mm. The outside perimeter of Block B2 coincides with the
points of B1 that is adjacent to the face of B2.
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The functional difference between the two block designs B1 and B2 was that the dimples
on B1 were directed normal to the five available sides of the digitization volume, while
all the dimples of B2 were directed in the same direction, away from the block’s
mounting base. Block B1 requires that the stylus be rotated 180⁰ in order to digitize
opposite faces of the block, while block B2 allows all perimeter dimples to be digitized
with only pure stylus translations. This allowed the determination of whether a wide
range of stylus orientations has an impact on digitization accuracy. To accommodate
comparison of the digitization volume between the two blocks, the perimeter dimples of
block B2 corresponded with the dimple locations of B1. This design required a 7.5 mm
gap between the perimeter dimples of B2 and the remaining dimples on each section
level. For each section of block B2, there were 81 inner dimples and 36 perimeter
dimples.
Measurement Protocol – In order to determine whether the robotic digitization method
was orientation-dependent, each dimple location was digitized with three stylus
orientations, 0°, 7.5° and 15° from normal to the block surface (Figure 2.5). The robot
was programmed to maintain the desired angle, relative to the surface of the digitization
block, while allowing free translation in collaborative mode. The user manually visited
each dimple location with one of the two stylus tips tested, while the calibrated stylus tip
location was recorded relative to the robot’s base coordinate frame. This relatively small
range of stylus angles was distinct from the relatively large range experienced by the
stylus when digitizing opposite sides of block B1.
Each block was mounted rigidly to a tower jig, or a vertical aluminum rail (Figure 2.6),
which allowed positioning horizontally by moving the rail, or vertically by moving the
block along the rail. This provided rigid positioning of the blocks anywhere relative to
the robot’s base frame.
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Figure 2.5 Three Different Stylus Orientation
Three different stylus orientations are displayed, at 0°, 7.5° and 15° from normal to the
block surface. This procedure is done on each dimple location on the block, to determine
whether the robotic digitization method was orientation-dependent. The desired
orientations of the stylus are executed and maintained by the robot software, relative to
the surface of the digitization block.
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Figure 2.6: The KUKA LWR 4+ Digitization on the Block Mounted onto the Tower
Jig
Block B1 or B2 (Block B2 is shown in the picture) can be moved horizontally or
vertically to position the block with respect to the robot’s frame. One can move the block
vertically by mounting the block along the aluminum rail, or tower jig, with four
fasteners, and as well as position the block horizontally by moving the tower jig along the
firm table, clamped down.
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Testing was conducted in four different locations, which were selected as a function of
the robot’s reach. This was done in order to determine whether different joint
configurations have an effect on accuracy. It is known that, for open-chain robots with
rotary joints, extending the robot’s reach can increase positioning error, therefore the
consistency of the robot, in terms of reach and stiffness, is determined. For this paper, if
the elbow of the robot is at a right angle, then it is considered as half-reach. If the robot is
at about 135 degrees, it is two-third-reach. The first location is about 60 cm away from
the robot, at 20 cm high, allowing the robot to be in a half reach, and is in a normal
stiffness. Second location is in a two-third-reach, 60 cm away from the robot, at 30 cm
high, resulting an increased stiffness. The last two locations are about 75 cm away, at 15
cm and 30 cm high, respectively. The third location is in a half-reach with normal
stiffness and the fourth location is in less than half-reach, decreasing stiffness. The joints
are fixed in a way that reach and stiffness are correlated for this paper. To simplify the
definition of each location, four different words are used to describe the location of the
digitization block, which are: close and far, low and high. Therefore, the first, second,
third and fourth locations were, close and low, close and high, far and low, and far and
high, respectively (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Location of the Digitized Area

Note: Above picture is only a representation of the location and not the reach of the
robot.
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Error Analysis – Quantifying the digitization error was based on the method of
Koivukangas (11), with the exception of the reference location definition. Koivukangas
used one specific digitized dimple location as the reference for all other digitizations.
Since any single location measurement is subject to error, we chose to calculate the
reference location as the average of all digitized points, thus minimizing the likelihood of
the reference location being negatively impacted by an errant measurement. This is
prudent, since the robot’s error as a function of its position and orientation is the very
performance metric that is being tested. The digitization error at each point &'( for each
block was calculated as:
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Eq. 5

where the variables ,  and  denote the three-dimensional coordinates of each point’s

location. Subscript + denotes the number of dimples in the digitized area. Subscript ,-.

denotes the calculated average reference location. Subscript /01 denotes a ‘gold
standard’ measurement made from the block’s computer aided design (CAD). The
average error &234 is the average of all the errors at each point in an assessment block.

The root mean square (RMS) error &567 and 95% confidence interval of the 8 points
were also calculated for each block, where 8 is the number of dimple points in each block

B1 and B2.
Average Error:
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Eq. 6

RMS Error:

95% Confidence Interval:
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Eq. 7
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 % !  

Eq. 8

where $ denotes one standard deviation.
Errors of the stylus were compared by paired-samples T-tests in terms of their descriptive
statistics using SPSS software (SPSS V18, IBM Inc., Chicago, IL), as well as the errors
of each locations and offsets were compared by repeated measured ANOVA.

2.3 Results
Digitization error for the volumes of Blocks B1 and B2 are shown in Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8, respectively. Digitization error for the perimeter locations that are common to
both Blocks B1 and B2 are shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, respectively. A
summary of the error metrics defined by equations 1 to 4 is shown in Table 2.2. The
longest range of errors measured for sharp and rounded-tip styli for block B1 was -2.51 to
2.35 mm, and -1.61 to 2.76 mm, respectively. Similarly, the longest range of error for
block B2 was -0.26 to 0.18 mm and -0.26 to 0.19 mm. Generally, for each error metric,
the digitization error for Block B1 was one order of magnitude larger than the same
metric for Block B2. There was no effect from changing location (i.e. robot joint
configuration) (p > 0.05). There was no effect from changing the stylus orientation
relative to the block’s surface for rotations up to 15° (p > 0.05). There was a statistically
significant difference in changing the stylus from sharp tip to rounded tip (p = 0.017).
However, the average error of the sharp stylus was 0.15 ± 0.35 mm and rounded-tip
stylus was 0.29 ± 0.40 mm accuracy.
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Volume Digitization Error with Wide Stylus Rotation Allowed: Block B1

Figure 2.7: Volume Digitization Error of Block B1
Volume digitization error is the difference between the block digitization and the ideal
CAD model. This box plot is the volume digitization error of block B1, with the stylus
rotating ± 180⁰ to digitize each face. Average errors (black cross) range from -0.6 to
1.1 mm. The box plot whiskers represent 1 standard deviation and all other box plot
features are standard. Each consecutively numbered location was defined as close and
low, close and high, far and low, and far and high, respectively.
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Volume Digitization Error with Stylus Rotation Constrained: Block B2

Figure 2.8: Volume Digitization Error of Block B2
Volume digitization error of block B2 with the robot maintaining its configuration,
keeping the styli fixed throughout the trial in one location. The average errors (black
cross) were less than 0.06 mm. Notice the axis change, B2 having a smaller scale than
B1. The box plot whiskers represent 1 standard deviation and all other box plot features
are standard. Each consecutively numbered location was defined as close and low, close
and high, far and low, and far and high, respectively.
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Perimeter Digitization Error with Wide Stylus Rotation Allowed: Block B1

Figure 2.9: Perimeter Digitization Error of Block B1
Perimeter digitization error is the distance between the outer perimeter of B1 and the
ideal CAD model using the stylus orientation of 180⁰. Errors generally are higher than
full volume digitization, due to less digitized points are being averaged out. Average
errors (black cross) range from -0.5 to 1.4 mm. The box plot whiskers represent 1
standard deviation and all other box plot features are standard. Each consecutively
numbered location was defined as close and low, close and high, far and low, and far and
high, respectively.
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Perimeter Digitization Error with Stylus Rotation Constrained: Block B2

Figure 2.10: Perimeter Digitization Error of Block B2
Block B2 is the stylus rotation maintained in one direction. Also notice the axis change
when comparing B1 and B2 plots. This box plot shows a significantly better accuracy.
Average errors (black cross) range from -0.03 to 0.04 mm. The box plot whiskers
represent 1 standard deviation and all other box plot features are standard. Each
consecutively numbered location was defined as close and low, close and high, far and
low, and far and high, respectively.
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Table 2.2: Summary of Error Metrics for Both Digitization Blocks
Error [mm]
Block

B1

B2

Stylus
Angle
[deg]

Average

0

-0.08

1.22

1.20

7.5

-0.32

1.14

1.18

15

-0.39

1.10

1.17

0

-0.03

0.11

0.11

7.5

-0.03

0.10

0.11

15

-0.04

0.11

0.12

Sharp Stylus
±1SD RMS

Rounded Stylus
95%
CI
-2.51,
2.35
-2.60,
1.97
-2.58,
1.81
-0.24,
0.18
-0.24,
0.18
-0.26,
0.18

Average

±1SD RMS

0.46

1.05

1.14

0.58

1.09

1.23

0.46

1.05

1.14

-0.04

0.11

0.12

-0.03

0.11

0.11

-0.03

0.11

0.12

95%
CI
-1.64,
2.56
-1.61,
2.76
-1.64,
2.56
-0.26,
0.19
-0.25,
0.19
-0.26,
0.19

2.4 Discussion
The locating performance of a robot is generally reported as its repeatability in
positioning rather than its accuracy, which is partly because a robot’s accuracy is greatly
impacted by its changing joint configuration. In the case of open chain rotary joint robots,
the joint configuration refers to the combination of joint rotations that produce the given
end-effector pose. Since a robot’s position feedback is derived from the rotation that it
measures at each joint in its open chain, then joint rotation measurement errors can stack
up from the base to the end-effector, and some joint configurations produce more error
stack up than others. Generally, configurations that produce higher bending loads, such as
extended reaching, may challenge the stiffness of the robot’s links and other constructs,
thus reducing the predictability of end-effector positioning. This effect is generally worse
when a joint’s rotation axis is parallel to the torsion axis generated by the net load distal
to the joint. Thus, the position accuracy is a function of the combination of joint rotations
(i.e. configuration) which produce a given end-effector position. Some robots, like the 7axis robot tested here, can achieve an end-effector position through more than one
configuration of joint rotations, which further complicates the matter.
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This study found that the magnitudes of average error and variability can be quite low;
less than 0.04 ± 0.11 mm, when using a collaborative robot within a working volume of
55×55×55 mm, refer to Appendix A for determining the average error and variability.
However, some specific considerations must be made in order to achieve this level of
performance. We found that unspecified orientations of the end-effector can increase this
positioning error and its variability by one order of magnitude. Large rotations and
translations of the end-effector, while digitizing the Block B1 volume, were the greatest
source of digitization error. However, small changes in orientation of the tool (i.e. stylus),
up to 15°, had no significant effect when digitizing either block volume. These results
indicate that, while some relative rotation may facilitate access without impacting
performance, end-effector rotations should be limited to 15° within the working volume
so that the stylus, or other calibrated tool, varies little in its approach vector.
The finding that digitizing normal to the surface did not improve accuracy is in
contradiction to Milne and Lee (1999), who showed that significantly less digitization
error was realized when the stylus was maintained normal to the digitized surface (12).
Milne and Lee evaluated an electromagnetic tracking system with significantly less
precision than the robot tested here; thus, the discrepancy is likely due to greater
calibration error from that tracker. Theoretically, and especially when using a sharp stylus
tip, there should be no increased error caused by small angles to the surface. Moreover,
this has not been borne out in more contemporary evaluations of next-generation tracking
systems.
There was no significant difference in error as a function of changing the location of the
working volume, indicating that all robot configurations tested were equivalent, within
the one-half to two-thirds reaches that were tested. While reach and joint configuration,
as well as the location of the working volume relative to the robot’s base frame, were not
significant factors in this study, it should be emphasized that one should not expect the
error performance of one working volume to be applicable elsewhere. The way to
interpret these results is: The validated positioning error and repeatability inside of a
specified working volume is relative to the center of that volume, and is not generally
transferrable. This further implies that moving the end-effector to a different validated
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working volume requires a redefinition of the reference frame to the center of the current
working volume; thus, the measurements within one validated working volume cannot be
made relative to a reference frame defined inside of a different working volume, even if
that too was validated. Thus, stored definitions may be referenced as a function of
location of the working volume.
The comparison of Blocks B1 and B2 did not isolate large rotations from large
translations of the end-effector, and thus we cannot comment specifically on which was
the greatest source of error. However, this distinction is somewhat moot since the
approach vector cannot be achieved while maintaining one or the other constant. While
large changes in translation may also contribute to the large errors, we found that it is
best to minimize changes in the direction of the approach vector, while making
translations sufficient to address the working volume.
A strength of this study, compared with previous work involving master digitization
objects, was the use of two high-precision blocks with corresponding points. This
allowed comparison between digitization accuracy using widely different approach
vectors, which is a departure from most previous work using peg boards or other
apparatus that focus more on varying location rather than orientation.
One of the limitations for this project is that digitizations were performed by only one
user. Therefore it is not a good representation of the surgeon population for accuracy
assessment. Also, the specimen count is relatively low, which may not provide sufficient
statistical power.
Contact stylus probes that are used to digitize anatomy intra-operatively generally have a
rounded tip. We included a sharp-tipped stylus in our tests as a ‘gold standard’ in terms
of calibration and highly conforming physical contact between the stylus tip and the cone
tip of the machined dimples in the digitization blocks. Moreover, a rounded stylus
requires further considerations in its calibration and calculation of the true contact
location when digitizing, which may conceivably affect its accuracy and added to our
rationale for testing both. Our results showed that there was a statistically significant
difference between the sharp and rounded stylus tips we used, however the average
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accuracy of the rounded-tip was less than 0.30 mm. Of course, this result will be limited
by the radius of a rounded tip, since a radius above some amount related to the robot’s
positioning accuracy and to the application’s desired accuracy, will certainly preclude
any assumption of equality with a sharp-tipped stylus.
This study found that the positioning error, when using a collaborative open chain robot,
can be within levels that are acceptable in many fields where manual collaborative
positioning or navigation relative to osseous anatomy are used, including joint
arthroplasty, spine surgery and neurosurgery (13, 14). This information is likely also
relevant to robotic surgical systems that perform navigated bone machining from a preoperative plan, since these systems also rely on the accuracy of the robot’s position
feedback to locate a tool tip that has been previously calibrated relative to the robot’s
end-effector frame. Collaborative bone reshaping systems, such as MAKOplasty (6), may
potentially be utilized as a digitizer for locating anatomical reference points needed in the
process of registering the pre-operative plan to the patient’s osseous anatomy. The results
of this study suggest that these systems may also benefit from some amount of rotation
constraint on tool orientation.
We tested only one collaborative robot, which is not necessarily representative of the
general state of the technology, nor of specific systems that are currently in use for
surgical applications. However, the method we employed is relevant to all collaborative
open chain robots and is a simple and effective means of quantifying the accuracy of any
similar robotic system within a specific working volume. This method is also useful for
determining the most reliable mounting location and range of joint configurations that
minimize positioning error. The robot tested in this study is not currently used in any
surgical procedures that we know of; however, KUKA does manufacture a 7-axis robot
that is essentially identical to the model tested, both in form and in function, which is
advertised as a platform for OEM integration of surgical systems. As industry is moving
toward integrating collaborative robots into increasingly more surgical procedures, it will
be important to have standardized evaluation methods that can be applied to specific
procedure setups. This can be a valuable tool for site personnel to periodically confirm
positional accuracy and variability of the system throughout its operating life.
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Chapter 3

3

Evaluation of a 7-Axis Collaborative Robot as a Bone
Surface Digitizer: With Validation in an In-Vitro Glenoid
Model

3.1 Introduction
The frequency of robot-assisted surgery has been increasing in recent years. In 2010, it
was reported that the number of robot-assisted procedures performed worldwide have
tripled since 2007 (1). Spong et al. (2006) defined a robot as “a reprogrammable,
multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized
devices through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks
(2).” This definition describes an autonomous mode, which is common in manufacturing,
and was notably employed by the ROBODOC robotic orthopaedic surgical system (3).
However, more contemporary orthopaedic surgical robots have employed a collaborative
mode approach, in which the robot arm is compliant to forces applied by the surgeon’s
hand, and moves in response while compensating for the robot’s mass and nullifying the
gravity load vector (4, 5). Systems like the Acrobot (The Acrobot Company Ltd, London,
UK) (6) and MAKOplasty (MAKO Surgical Corp, Fort Lauderdale, Florida) (7) utilize
this collaborative mode to machine cortical and subchondral bone with a burring tool in
preparation for joint replacement (8, 9).
Some robot-assisted procedures in orthopaedics, craniofacial and neurosurgery
applications require localization to the patient’s bony anatomy for robot navigation,
which is most often accomplished by defining bone-fixed coordinate frames (10). Most
of these procedures utilize a tracking system to digitize the coordinates of osseous
features in order to generate the coordinate frames needed for robot navigation (11). The
actual recording of the osseous surface topology is generally performed with a contact
stylus probe outfitted with a tracking device. Most tracking systems in surgical use are
optical, which require an unobstructed line-of-sight to all the trackers (12), which can be
obtrusive to the surgical team and interfere with the workflow.
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In robot-assisted surgical procedures that utilize a collaborative robot, it may be possible
to employ the robot itself as the bone surface digitizer. These robots can report their endeffector location relative to their native coordinate frame. Thus by outfitting the endeffector with a stylus probe and calibrating the tip location with respect to the robot’s
end-effector, a collaborative robot can readily be used as a manually operated localizer,
or surface contact digitizer, similar to current optical tracking methods. The accuracy of
such a construct has not been reported; thus, the purpose of this study was to quantify the
accuracy of a robotic bone digitization method, and to provide validation in an in-vitro
model relevant to clinical joint replacement (i.e. shoulder arthroplasty).

3.2 Methods
A 7-axis robot (LWR4+, KUKA Robotics Canada Ltd., Mississauga, ON) was used as
the articulated robot arm for this study. The robot’s end-effector was outfitted with a
95 mm long stylus probe with a rounded-tip (0.74 mm radius). The tip location of the
stylus was calibrated relative to the robot’s end-effector coordinate frame and the robot
was programmed to output the tip location relative to its native base frame. The LWR4+
was operated in collaborative mode (i.e. gravity compensated), allowing an investigator
to move the stylus probe manually.
A three-dimensional (3D) laser scanner (3D Scanner HD, NextEngine Inc., Santa
Monica, CA), with specified accuracy of 0.127 mm and spatial resolution of 4 400 points
per square inch, was used to provide the gold standard digitization of the specimen’s
articular surface (13).
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Figure 3.1: Glenoid Acrylic Base Set Up
Glenoid cadaveric specimen mounted to transparent acrylic base with four optical
fiducial markers. Four specimens were tested, each with a 30% anterior defect to simulate
a realistic surgical case. The red dashed line indicates the native perimeter of the intact
glenoid.
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3.2.1

Testing protocol

Four previously fresh-frozen cadaveric glenoids (68.5 ± 12.7 years old, 4 males, 4 right)
were used. A 30% anterior defect was removed from all glenoids to simulate a realistic
amount of bone loss due to degenerative arthritis, which would often be indicated in a
total shoulder arthroplasty procedure. These specimens were removed of the soft tissue
surrounding the glenoid, and were cut using a sagittal saw to separate the glenoid from
the scapula. The glenoids were prepared by rubbing with a paper towel to give a matte
surface finish for improved laser retro-reflection. Each glenoid was mounted onto a
transparent acrylic base, which was not detectable by the laser scanner (Figure 3.1). Four
fiducial markers were affixed to the base. Each marker was constructed from standard
white paper (0.10 ± 0.01 mm thick) in checkered interference pattern, the shape of a
typical checker style optical location marker, in which the intersection of square corners
indicated the fiducial location. The colour white was chosen for a maximum reflection
the laser scan. These fiducial locations could be measured by both the robotic stylus and
the laser scanner.
Two robot digitization methods were conducted for each glenoid. For the first method
(Orientation Free), the stylus was free in all 6DOF and the user, having complete manual
control over translation and rotation, maintained the stylus approximately perpendicular
to the glenoid surface. For the second digitization method (Orientation Locked), the robot
was programmed to maintain a medially-oriented stylus, while allowing the user to
translate the stylus (i.e. 3DOF). Approximately 6 000 - 9 000 points per glenoid were
collected. Locations of the four fiducial markers were also manually digitized using the
robot by touching the stylus tip to the corner intersection of each fiducial. Ten digitized
points were averaged in order to reduce variability.
Laser scans were measured using ParaView (Kitware, Inc., Clifton Park, NY). As for the
robot digitization, fiducial locations were determined using the intersection of the two
square label corners. Since the laser scan exhibited some point cloud scatter, this was
done by creating best-fit vectors on the internal sides of each square (Figure 3.2). The
fiducial location was then defined as the average location of the four vector intersections.
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Figure 3.2:: An Illustration of the Spatial Calculation to Determine the Fiducial
Marker
An illustration of the method to determine the center of a fiducial marker from a laser
scan point cloud. Vectors (red dashed lines) were fit to the points that comprise the
intersecting edges. The fiducial center (yellow dot) was then the average location of the
four vector intersections. This method assumes that any factors causing point cloud errors
affect all vertical edges equally in both squares, and similarly for horizontal edges. This
method also works in the case where edges overlap due to dilation (not shown).
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After fiducial locations were determined from both modalities, a co-registration was
performed using paired-point registration, in order to evaluate both robot and laser
surface digitizations in a common coordinate frame (14). The fiducial points from the
robot digitization and the laser scanner were co-registered using custom code made with
VTK Version 5 (Visualization Toolkit, Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, NY) (15), which
reported the transformation matrix and a fiducial registration error (16). The
transformation matrix was used to transform the robot digitization to a fiducial reference
frame in the laser’s native coordinate frame.
The robot-assisted digitization was surface fit using a Radial Basis Function (MATLAB
7, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA), which interpolated the point clouds to create a
surface that had similar point density as the laser scanned surface (gold standard). The
two surfaces were compared and errors between the two surfaces were represented by
residual distances between them using a previously developed algorithm, and visualized
using proximity maps (17). The residual distance algorithm was developed in a custom
software written with VTK by Lalone et al. In this software, the minimum distances were
calculated using a nearest point-to-point distance algorithm, where the points correspond
to the vertices within each triangular mesh. The algorithm first lists the Cartesian
coordinates of all points on the laser scan and robot digitization of glenoid surface
models, then compares the list of opposing surfaces to determine which points are closest
in proximity. Finally, the residual distance between these closest points is then calculated,
and the average residual distance error is reported (17). Errors of the Orientation Locked
and Orientation Free digitization methods were compared by paired-samples T-tests in
terms of their descriptive statistics using SPSS software (SPSS V18, IBM Inc., Chicago,
IL).

3.3 Results
The mean Fiducial Registration Error (FRE) for all trials was 0.17 mm, with a maximum
of 0.23 mm (Figure 3.3). The average residual error of the glenoid model for the
Orientation Locked and Orientation Free methods resulted in 0.27 ± 0.21 mm and 0.37 ±
0.27 mm, respectively (Figure 3.4). Residual errors were visualized using proximity
maps (Figure 3.5), which showed that distance errors were 0 to 1 mm within the articular
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regions. The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the residual error was between 0.26 and 0.54
mm for all trials, with only two trials above 0.50 mm. All errors for each specimen and
methods are reported in Table 3.1. The average errors across the four specimens for
Orientation Locked and Orientation Free methods are 0.27 and 0.37 mm, respectively.
There were no differences between the Orientation Locked and Orientation Free methods
in terms of residual error (p = 0.10), spread (i.e. 1 standard deviation; p = 0.13), RMS (p
= 0.09), or FRE (p = 0.88).
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Figure 3.3: Fiducial Registration Error using Paired Point Registration
Fiducial
iducial registration error is the root-mean-square
square error in fiducial alignment between the
laser scan and robot digitization. Fiducial registration was done for all specimens using
paired point registration. Registration error was less than 0.25 mm for all trials, with an
average error
ror of 0.17 mm.
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Figure 3.4: The Residual Error between Laser Scan and Robot Digitization
The residual error is the inter-surface distance between the laser scan (gold standard) and
the manually-performed robot digitization. Average errors (black cross) were less than
0.5 mm in all trials. The box plot whiskers represent 1 standard deviation and all other
box plot features are standard. There was no difference between the Orientation Free and
Orientation Locked digitization methods in terms of any descriptive statistic (p > 0.05).
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Figure 3.5: Proximity Maps of Residual Distance Error
Proximity maps showing residual distance error as a function of location. Error of the
manually-performed robot digitization was 0 to 1 mm within the articular region for all
four specimens.
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Table 3.1 Summarized Error Results of each Specimen for each Method
30% Anterior Glenoid Defect
Orientation Free
Orientation Locked
Specimen No.
Fiducial Registration Error [mm]
Average Residual Error [mm]
Standard Deviation [mm]
Root Mean Square [mm]

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

0.208
0.424
0.286
0.511

0.161
0.404
0.250
0.475

0.198
0.230
0.136
0.267

0.095
0.438
0.318
0.541

0.207
0.368
0.164
0.402

0.114
0.216
0.144
0.260

0.227
0.220
0.168
0.277

0.104
0.273
0.197
0.337

These specimens are listed in Appendix B.
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3.4 Discussion
The manually performed robot-assisted surface digitization produced errors less than
0.50 mm on average per specimen, which is sufficient in most procedures and certainly
suitable in orthopaedic procedures, which was the cadaveric model used here. The
median error was less than 0.35 mm and the mean error was greater than the median error
in all eight trials, which indicates that the error is not normally distributed, but rather that
the majority of measurements had error magnitudes less than the mean. Thus, there were
relatively fewer measurements in each trial, which skewed the mean higher, but these few
were greater in error magnitude. Moreover, each of the lower quartiles are smaller than
their corresponding upper quartiles, further indicating that error values in the higher
range have greater spread. From these observations, we can conclude that there were
some errors around 1 mm, but that the majority were less than 0.5 mm.
Normal stylus calibration of a rounded stylus would produce a calibrated point located in
the center of the spherical tip. This would manifest as a slight dilation of the digitized
surface, since the calibrated point would always be offset above the surface. In order to
avoid this, we offset the calibrated point distally by one radius of the tip sphere, bringing
it to the most distal tip surface of the stylus. Given the rounded geometry of the stylus tip,
it is likely that the calibrated point was not in contact with the digitized surface when the
stylus was not perpendicular to the surface, which would theoretically increase
digitization error. This was tested by comparing the Orientation Locked and Orientation
Free methods. There was no difference in error between both methods. This indicates that
stylus orientation is not a factor for a stylus calibrated using our technique and that no
further compensation is required, such as calculating stylus deflection as used by some
Coordinate Measurement Machines (CMM) (18). This is stated with the caveat that
oblique stylus angles were not tested in this study.
The high number of surface points that we digitized does not represent typical
digitization density in most intra-operative procedures. Rather, we collected high-density
digitizations for mapping error over the entire available articular surface. Since each
digitized point is independent, then any pixel on the error map can be interpreted
independently, which makes these results relevant for protocols that require even a small
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number of points or digitized locations.
Robotic digitization is relevant to procedures that use articulated robots, such as
MAKOplasty (7) and Acrobot (19), as it can be incorporated with the pre-operative plan.
Robots have been extensively studied and used in the lower extremity, where their
improved precision and accuracy of implant placement and bone reshaping has been
shown (20). Although significant inroads have not been made into upper extremity
procedures, the results of this study show that robot assistance may be advantageous in
total shoulder arthroplasty, where malalignment and aseptic loosening of the glenoid
component remains a leading cause of implant failure requiring revision surgery (21-23).
In robotic procedures where a digitizer is used for registration of the pre-operative plan, it
may be an attractive option to perform the digitization using the robot itself. Digitizing in
the robot’s native coordinate frame may be used to reduce the number of coordinate
transformations, thus reducing mathematical precision error, which is generally a
significant source of registration error. This is notwithstanding the fact that a tracking
system is still required for applications in which intra-operative movement of the
patient’s anatomy must be tracked in real-time. A trackerless method may be more
suitable for procedures which do not require movement tracking, such as some
craniofacial and neurosurgical procedures in which the anatomy is fixed by spatial frames
relative to a robot’s base frame, as is the case with the Neuromate (Renishaw Ltd.) and
the Pathfinder (Prosurgics Ltd.) (24, 25).
Manual digitization using a collaborative robot is similar to using a passive linkage
contact stylus digitizer, which is utilized in some surgical navigated systems. This is not
implying that collaborative robots should replace passive linkage digitizers in all
circumstances, but rather that passive linkages may not be required in applications where
a collaborative robot is already employed. The same may be said for optical and other
tracking systems where the tracker is primarily used as a digitizer.
In 3 of the 4 specimens, the variability was greater when using the Orientation Free
method; however, this was not statistically significant. For these specimens, this
variability was concentrated mostly in the inferior articular region. This was not likely
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due to robot accuracy, but rather the operator’s ability to navigate the curvature of the
inferior rim while reorienting the robot’s end-effector. Further study, including interobserver reliability, would have to be conducted to determine the precise reason. Such
investigations, specific to anatomy, would be required to determine also, if it is more
reliable to avoid or mathematically discount certain regions if they are associated with
higher digitization variability.
The simulation of a 30% anterior defect was a strength in this study since the accuracies
of the registration algorithms used are negatively impacted by a reduction in the amount
of digitized area; thus, our conclusions of suitable accuracy are conservative, given that
30% is relatively large defect. Moreover, the simulated defect provides relevance to the
glenoid model, since most total shoulder arthroplasty procedures are indicated by
significant bone loss due to degenerative bone disease, mainly from osteoarthritis and
rheumatoid arthritis.
We have presented a construct for digitizing a bony surface using a collaborative robot
and evaluated its accuracy in a cadaveric shoulder model. As this method is readily
applied to existing articulated surgical robots, it may be adopted into current procedures.
Additionally, it may facilitate the move to robot-assistance in procedures where robots
are not currently used, but that could benefit from their precision and accuracy, such as
shoulder arthroplasty.
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Chapter 4

4

Conclusion and Future Directions

The objectives stated in Chapter 1 are revisited. Conclusions regarding the general
outcome in Chapter 2 and 3 are reviewed. Future research potential and clinical
significance of the work concludes this thesis.

4.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 2, precision-machined master blocks, with dimensions sufficient to encompass
a human glenoid structure (i.e. approximately 50×50×50 mm), were fabricated in order to
quantify digitization accuracy and variability using an established method. Based on
literature review, the effects of three factors were tested: 1) rounded-tip versus sharp tip
stylus, 2) stylus orientation relative to the digitized surface, and 3) robot joint
configurations.
The geometry of the sharp-tip stylus facilitates tip calibration using the pivot method,
whereas the rounded-tip stylus requires a constant tip offset, which is not always
guaranteed to coincide with the surface contact point. Thus, it was hypothesized that the
sharp-tip stylus would produce less digitization error. There was indeed a statistically
significant difference in error between the sharp-tip and rounded-tip styli,
0.15 ± 0.35 mm and rounded-tip stylus was 0.29 ± 0.40 mm, respectively (p = 0.017).
Therefore, the collaborative robot digitization methods will provide better accuracy in
reverse-engineering applications using a sharp-tip stylus, taking precautions to avoid
scoring from the sharp stylus. However, error using the rounded-tip stylus was still less
than 0.5 mm, which is generally considered suitable for most orthopaedic applications.
Furthermore, a rounded-tip is safer and not damaging to cartilage and other soft tissues.
Thus, it was concluded that the collaborative robot, outfitted with a rounded-tip stylus,
can be a suitable manual digitization system for quantifying surfaces similar in volume to
the human glenoid.
There was no effect from stylus angles of up to 15° off perpendicular relative to the
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digitized surface; however, large rotations in which the stylus was rotated 180° to digitize
opposing sides of the volume, increased errors and variability by one order of magnitude.
This was likely caused by increased errors from the robot’s joint encoders. This result
indicates that, while maintaining the stylus tip within this tested volume can produce
acceptable levels of error, inverting the stylus causes the robot’s end-effector to traverse a
much wider space, which significantly increases digitization error. Therefore, the range
of end-effector motions should also be constrained within the working volume to achieve
the reported accuracy. This is relevant to robotic joint resurfacing systems like
MAKOplasty, which also incorporate collaborative robotics.
Chapter 3 reported an evaluation of the collaborative robot as a manual bone surface
digitizer with validation in an in-vitro glenoid model. Two stylus orientation methods
were tested. In one, the stylus was free in all six degrees-of-freedom (6DOF). In the
second, the robot was programmed to constrain the stylus to a medial orientation, thus
allowing only translations. There was no statistically significant difference between both
methods, which in agreement with Chapter 2, indicates that the stylus need not be
perpendicular to the digitized surface. In comparison with a ‘gold standard’ laser scanner,
the robotic digitizations produced errors generally less than 0.50 mm, and no single point
digitization had an error greater than 1 mm.
In conclusion, collaborative robotics may be useful as localization or reverse-engineering
devices. Moreover, the registration fiducials were successful at registering laser scans
with contact stylus digitizations. In the context of glenoid replacement or resurfacing, the
system tested performed well, with errors less than 0.5 mm, as originally hypothesized.
Notwithstanding the fact that the equipment tested may not be used clinically, the
evaluation methods presented here can be used to quantify the accuracy and variability of
any collaborative robot-assisted digitization method.

4.2 Future Directions
This thesis evaluated the accuracy of the KUKA robot as a digitizer, and the results were
in favour of using the robot itself as a digitizer. This creates more opportunities to explore
the collaborative robot as an assist in surgical procedures. Glenoid component
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complications continue to be the leading cause for revision surgery, and further research
on the collaborative robot is required. Therefore, the objective of future plans should
include: 1) to explore minimally invasive techniques, 2) to develop a robotic glenoid
preparation, 3) to evaluate the accuracy of the robot equipped with a bone burr, 4) to
create a force feedback system to limit any complications and 5) use the robot digitization
as a tracking system.
There is a high interest in the minimally invasive approach, as it limits the complications
of the post-operative surgery. Minimally invasive surgery in orthopaedic applications
may reduce the amount of blood loss, hospital stays, soft-tissue disruptions and
physiotherapy. This approach may also be favourable for cosmetic reasons, as the
incision is much smaller, which limits the length of surgical scars. Therefore, the reamer
used to resurface the glenoid needs to be smaller to fit through a smaller incision, as the
current diameter reamer is about 3 cm. The reamer is a one-time procedure, in which
surgeons simply ream out the bones and then start preparing the bone for glenoid
component placement. This may reduce the accuracy of component placement alignment.
Therefore, the ream and run procedure should be changed to include a smaller milling bit,
which introduces the next objective: to develop a robotic glenoid preparation.
A robot-assisted glenoid preparation involves preoperative planning. After obtaining a
computed tomography (CT) scan of the patient’s anatomy, the virtual model of the
implant will be superimposed to determine the negative area that needs to mill the bones
in order to precisely place the implant. Therefore, the robot will need to have a software
that involves the milling path. Extensive research is required to in this topic, as there are
many ways to create a milling path algorithm; the goal is to find the optimal algorithm so
that bone removal is minimal. After the optimal milling algorithm is found, the robot will
digitize the glenoid before, during and after the milling process to ensure that the milling
process is according to the preoperative plan. Additional study is needed to ensure that
the robot digitizer is integrated in the milling path algorithm in case the glenoid is moved.
Thirdly, an accuracy assessment is needed to determine if the robot equipped with a bone
burr is comparable to the accuracy of the robot with stylus. This can reduce operation
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time as one does not need to change end effector from digitization to milling process.
Moreover, reducing the amount of end effector changes needed can simplify the surgical
procedure, keep the operation organized, and reduce the cost of equipment.
The robot system in the bone and joint field should have a force feedback; it is beneficial
to detect excessive force to avoid any issues. For example, while milling the bone to
prepare the glenoid bone bed, the scapula may move, as the scapula is a floating bone.
The force feedback should sense this change, and readjust to the current frame for a
proper milling path. Comprehensive testing is necessary, as it is unknown how accurate
the force feedback is during the milling procedure, as well as how much applied force is
needed to mill on a bone.
Lastly, using the robot digitizer as a tracking system limits the registration error as the
number of coordinate transformations is reduced. More specifically, digitizing in the
robot’s native coordinate frame reduces the number of coordinate transformations,
consequently reducing mathematical precision errors, which are generally a significant
source of registration error.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Location Measurement Variability as a Function of Robot Joint Configuration
Introduction
A 7-axis KUKA lightweight robot (LWR4+, KUKA Robotics Canada Ltd. Mississauga,
ON) is often redundant since there is more degrees-of-freedom than needed for a task.
For example, a human arm can write on a table with their elbow down, however with the
extra DOF, the human can write with the elbow up if desired. Furthermore, redundancy
occurs when there are more than one configuration to complete a task, where the freedom
in joint space is usually greater than required for the task (1). To resolve redundancy, the
controls are decomposed to task space and null space (2). A task space is dealing with a
3D Cartesian position or a force vector, where a null space determines the position of the
robot’s elbow. A null space allows a robot to move dexterously, however it can
contribute to position error as shown in Cortesao’s paper (2) where he showed that task
space robots achieved less than 1 mm error, and null space robots achieved
approximately 3 mm. While doing the previous testing, it was found that there was an
increased error when doing extreme orientations, even though the KUKA lightweight
robot has a marketed repeatability value of 0.05 mm. Moreover, this accuracy does not
tell the user which configuration of the robot it was used, or how the configuration affects
the accuracy. This procedure will determine the variability of the centre point while the
robot is pivoting about a defined point.
Methods
Two different methods to determine the variability were: a) to change the null space
while the end effector was fixed and rotated internally, and b) to move the robot arm
freely and manually pivot about the defined radius ball. The end effector of the robot was
fitted with a 1¼" (31.75 mm) diameter pipe reducer, with an end cap mounted on the end
effector. The size of the ball that was mounted onto the tower jig was 28 mm radius. The
end effector must be in contact with the ball before recording any values.
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For both procedures, the end effector of the robot was calibrated using the robot
controller’s built-in tool calibration with the XYZ 4-point method, as per the
manufacturer’s documentation (3). This method requires pivoting on the hemi-sphere,
keeping the pipe and the hemi-sphere in contact, and recording four different end-effector
poses. A least-squares algorithm calculates the tip offset coordinates relative to the endeffector frame. The calibrated point is the pivot point, which was the centre of the hemisphere. The two protocols were defined in a software for the robot.
In the first method, the elbow configuration of the robot could be changed while
maintaining the end effector’s position. Therefore, the null space was activated in
Cartesian stiffness controller by setting the Cartesian spring stiffness high, and the axisspecific spring stiffness low (Figure A.1 and Figure A.2). The software also retained
data points, as ten points were recorded, two of these points had the elbow configuration
upright at 0 degrees, two points where the elbow was rotated 45° to the right, two points
to the left, two points rotated 90° to the right as well as two points to the left.
The second method had a similar procedure as before, except the configuration of the
robot is stiff and there is a rotation (yaw and pitch) about a fixed point when recording
points. As a result, the second program was set to have a normal axis-specific spring
stiffness, and no Cartesian stiffness (Figure A.3). The software recorded the end effector
twice at 0°, ±45° and ±90°, allowing the orientation of the stylus to have a range of 180°.
The variability was calculated by the standard deviation of all recorded points in
Cartesian form, as well as using MATLAB (MATLAB R2011b, The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA) to compute the distance of each point to the centroid (Figure A.4). This
program in MATLAB outputted the average error distance, standard deviation and RMS
of the distance from all the points to the centroid. The code in MATLAB was as follows:
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Figure A.1: Different Elbow Configuration of the Robot
A front view of the robot shows five different configurations tested to determine the
variability when changing the null space.
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Figure A.2: A Side View of the Robot with Different Elbow Configuration
The stylus is maintained at its rotation about fixed point, and when the configuration
changes, the stylus rotates internally.
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Figure A.3: A Side View of the Robot Stylus Rotating at a Fixed Point
The stylus is rotated about a fixed point. The blue dotted line shows that the stylus is
pivoting about a centre of the sphere.
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Figure A.4: Determination of the Variability in the Hemi-Sphere
A picture of a hemi-sphere attached to a post to show how the recorded points (red) will
be used to determine the variability. The centroid point, marked in black “X”, is the
average of all recorded points, and the blue arrow represents the distance error between
the centroid and the selected point.
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Results
Results are shown in Table A.1, where changing the null space while the stylus is in
place produced a larger variability than moving the stylus around.
Table A.1: Side-by-side Comparison Between Each Technique
Technique 1 - changing the null space [mm]
Standard Deviation in Cartesian Form
x
2.27
y
0.63
z
2.11
Distance to Centroid Error
Average
2.78
Standard Deviation
1.20
RMS Error
3.00

Technique 2 - changing the orientation of
end effector [mm]
Standard Deviation in Cartesian Form
x
1.40
y
1.60
z
0.81
Distance to Centroid Error
Average
1.88
Standard Deviation
1.15
RMS Error
2.18

Changing the elbow or the null space show the most change, which can be the significant
source of error.
Discussion
There can be many factors contributing to this error, such as recording position of the end
effector in stiffness control mode may not be as accurate as in position control mode.
Moreover, the stiffness control mode has more parameters such as Cartesian stiffness and
damping, as well as axis-specific stiffness and damping. This can be tested by using the
master digitization block as described in Chapter 2.
The second technique is composed of task space and null space; however, the null space
in this technique had a much smaller range of motion than the first technique, which can
explain why the results in the second technique have smaller errors than the first
technique. Therefore, it is recommended to keep the null space minimal to reduce the
error, and only use null space when needed.
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Appendix B: Specimen Information
Specimen Description
Specimens were procured following the guidelines of our institution and the government
regulatory agencies.
Table B.1: Description of all Specimens
Weight (lbs) Height (in)

Specimen

Serial #

Gender

Age

BMI

1

09-12055R

Male

73

18

124.4

69

2

11-03075R

Male

84

20

125

66.5

3

11-08024R

Male

55

28

203

71

4

11-06005R

Male

62

21

137

68

Mean age: 68.5 ± 12.7 years
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Appendix C: Robot Specification Data Sheet
All the information from this Specification Data Sheet were obtained from the
documentations of the 7-axis lightweight KUKA robot.
Table C.1: Basic Data
Type
Number of axes
Volume of working envelope
Repeatability
(ISO 9283)
Weight
Protection classification of the
robot
Protection
classification of the
in-line wrist
Sound level
Mounting position
Surface finish, paintwork

Lightweight Robot LWR 4
7
1.84 m3
±0.05 mm
approx. 16 kg
IP 20
ready for operation, with connecting cables plugged in
(according to EN 60529)
IP 20
< 75 dB (A) outside the working envelope
Any
CRP, paintwork: orange; base frame enclosure:
orange

Table C.2: Ambient Temperature and Conditions

Operation

Temperature

Condition

0 °C to +30 °C (273 K to 303 K)

•

Relative air humidity ≤90%

•

No condensation permissible.
-10 °C to +60 °C (263 K to 333 K)
Storage and
transportation

Relative air humidity ≤75%
No condensation permissible.

•
•
•

Free from inflammable dust,
gases and liquids
Free from aggressive and
corrosive gases and liquids
Free from flying parts
Free from spraying liquids
Free from electromagnetic
loads, e.g. from welding
equipment or high-frequency
converters
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Table C.3: Axis Data
Axis

Range of motion

Velocity without payload

Maximum torque

A1 (J1)

+/-170°

112.5 °/s

200 Nm

A2 (J2)

+/-120°

112.5 °/s

200 Nm

E1 (J3)

+/-170°

112.5 °/s

100 Nm

A3 (J4)

+/-120°

112.5 °/s

100 Nm

A4 (J5)

+/-170°

180.0 °/s

100 Nm

A5 (J6)

+/-120°

112.5 °/s

30 Nm

A6 (J7)

+/-170°

112.5 °/s

30 Nm
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Figure C.1: Robot Axes
Figure C.1 shows a drawing of the robot in a candle position, and axis notations are
specified accordingly.
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Figure C.2: Working Envelope
Figure C.2 shows a picture of the maximum range of motion of the KUKA robot.
Notation 1 represents interference radius.
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Table C.4: Mounting Flange
Mounting flange

DIN ISO 9409-1-A50

Strength class

10.9

Screw size

4 x DIN6912-M6

Depth of engagement 5 mm
Locating element

6 H7
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Figure C.3: Mounting Flange
The dimensions of the mounting flange in the end-effector of the robot is shown in
Figure C.3. Variable Xm represents the position of the locating element.
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Figure C.4: Loads Acting on the Mounting Base
Notations of each force and moments are shown in Figure C.4. The specified forces and
moments already include the payload and the inertia force (weight) of the robot.
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Table C.5: Type of Loads Acting on the Mounting Base
Type of load
Fv = vertical force
Fh = horizontal force
Mk = tilting moment
Mr = torque
Total mass for load acting on the mounting base
Robot
Total load (rated payload)

Force/torque/mass
Fvmax = 396 N
Fhmax = 215 N
Mkmax = 306 Nm
Mrmax = 204 Nm
22 kg
approx. 16 kg
7 kg

Table C.6: Cartesian Stiffness Controller: Parameterization (3)
Min.
X
Y
Z
A
B
C

Max.
5 000

Stiffness
Default

Unit

2 000

Min.

Max.

[N*s/m]
0.1

200

Unit

[N/m]

0.01
300

Damping
Default

1.0

0.7

[Nm/rad]

[Nm*s/rad]

Table C.7: Axis-specific Stiffness Controller: Parameterization
Minimum
A6
A5
A4
A3
E1
A2
A1

0.01

Stiffness [Nm/rad]
Maximum

Default

2 000

1 000

Damping [Nm*s/rad]
Minimum
Maximum
Default

0.1

1.0

0.7

The definition of damping value for both Table C.6 and C.7 are as follows:
•

Damping value 0: undamped vibration (not recommended)

•

Damping value 0.7: default setting

•

Damping value 1: completely damped vibration (no overshoot)

Note that excessive stiffness in Cartesian (Position stiffness > 5,000 or Rotation
stiffness > 300) or in axis-specific (> 2,000) or damping (> 1) in stiffness control can
cause the robot to buzz. Damage to the industrial robot may result.
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Appendix D: Mechanical Drawings
D1: Acrylic Base Board for Glenoid

Dimensions in [mm]
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D2: End Effector Mount Base for Pipe Reducer

Dimensions in [mm]
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D3: Mount Board for the first Accuracy Assessment Digitization Block

Dimensions in [mm]
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D4: First Accuracy Assessment Digitization Block

Dimensions in [mm]
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D5: Second Accuracy Assessment Digitization Block

Dimensions in Squared Bracket in [mm]
Otherwise in [inches]
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D6: Peg Base

Dimensions in [inches]
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D7: Handle for Two Styli

Dimensions in [inches] otherwise specified.
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D8: Styli
(A) Rounded Tip Stylus
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(B) Sharp Tip Stylus

Dimensions in [inches] otherwise specified.
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Milling. London Health Research Day, London, Ontario, March 2013. (Poster)

3)

Zimmo SS, Lalone EA, Ferreira LM. Evaluation of a Gravity Compensated 7-Axis
Robot a Manual Digitizer of Osseous Anatomical Landmarks for Intra-Operative
Robot-Assisted Orthopaedic Procedure. Talks on Fridays at Lawson Health
Research Institute, London, Ontario, November 2013. (Presentation)

4)

Zimmo SS, Lalone EA, Ferreira LM. Evaluation of a Gravity Compensated 7-Axis
Robot a Manual Digitizer of Osseous Anatomical Landmarks for Intra-Operative
Robot-Assisted Orthopaedic Procedure. Annual Meeting of Society of Robotic
Surgery, Orlando, Florida, November 2013. (Poster)
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5)

Zimmo SS, Lalone EA, Ferreira LM. Evaluation of a Gravity Compensated 7-Axis
Robot a Manual Digitizer of Osseous Anatomical Landmarks for Intra-Operative
Robot-Assisted Orthopaedic Procedure. BME Seminar at Western University,
London, Ontario, December 2013. (Presentation)

6)

Zimmo SS, Lalone EA, Ferreira LM. Evaluation of a Gravity Compensated 7-Axis
Robot a Manual Digitizer of Osseous Anatomical Landmarks for Intra-Operative
Robot-Assisted Orthopaedic Procedure. Annual Bone and Joint Injury Repair
Conference, London, Ontario, January 2014. (Poster)

7)

Zimmo SS, Lalone EA, Ferreira LM. Evaluation of a 7-Axis Robot as a Bone
Surface Digitization Device. The 60th Annual Meeting of the Orthopaedic Research
Society, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 2014. (Poster)

8)

Zimmo SS, Lalone EA, Ferreira LM. Evaluation of a Gravity Compensated 7-Axis
Robot as a Manual Digitizer of Osseous Anatomical Landmarks for Intra-Operative
Robot-Assisted Orthopaedic Procedures. Combined Annual Meeting of the
American Orthopaedic Association and Canadian Orthopaedic Association,
Montreal, Ontario, June 2014 (Poster)

MEETINGS ATTENDED
1)

London Health Research Day, London, Ontario, March 2013

2)

The Annual Bone and Joint Retreat, London, Ontario, May 2013.

3)

The Annual Meeting of Society of Robotic Surgery, Orlando, Florida, November
2013.

4)

The Annual Bone and Joint Injury Repair Conference, London, Ontario, January
2014.

INVITED TALKS
1)

Discovery Day at Western, part of the TD Discovery Days in Health Sciences
program, organized through the Canadian Medical Hall of Fame and Western, at St.
Joseph’s Health Care, London, Ontario, May 2013. (Demonstration)

2)

London Museum School program, organized by the London Heritage Council,
Canadian Medical Hall of Fame, and the Lawson Health Research Institute, at St.
Joseph’s Health Care, London, Ontario, May 2013. (Demonstration)

3)

Roth | McFarlane Hand and Upper Limb Centre Renaming at St. Joseph’s Health
Care, London, Ontario, September 2013. (Demonstration)
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4)

Museum School Tour, organized by the Lawson Health Research Institute, at St.
Joseph’s Health Care, London Ontario, October 2013. (Demonstration)

HONOURS AND AWARDS
2011 – 2012

Dean’s Honour List
Awarded to a full time student who has maintained an average of
80% or more

2009

Ontario Volunteer Service Award
Award in recognition of commitment to volunteerism from the
Ontario Minister of Citizenship and Immigration

2008 – 2009

Western Scholarship of Distinction
Awarded upon admission to Western students who have an
admission average of 85-89.9%

2007

Muslim Association of Canada – Most Active Youth
Scholarship
Nominated and awarded for being active in many community
involvements

RELEVANT GRADUATE COURSES
Fall Term 2012

ECE 9513A Robot Control

Winter Term 2013

BIOMED 9502B Engineering Analysis of Physiological System
BIOMED 9550B Principles of Communication and Knowledge

Fall Term 2013

MSK 9000A Biomedical and Bioengineering Concepts

Winter Term 2014

MSK 9100B Fundamental Concepts in Clinical and Health
Services Research

LEADERSHIP and VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES
Sep. 2012 – Present

Radio Talk Host and Organizer
Weekly look at issues, events and news about the Islamic
Faith
Muslims Live! on CHRW94.9FM
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada
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Sep. 2011 – Present

MAC Give President
Outreach to larger community to help the needy
Outreach Department
Muslim Association of Canada, London, Ontario, Canada

Apr. 2014 – Present

Internal Media Relations
Sub-committee responsible for creating, designing and
maintaining media outreach
London Muslim Mosque, London, Ontario, Canada

Sep. 2013 – Apr. 2014

BME Treasurer
Graduate Program in Biomedical Engineering
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Jan. 2014 – Mar. 2014

#WinterRefugee Committee Organizer
Responsible for raising awareness and money for the
Syrian Refugees during winter
London, Ontario, Canada

Feb. 2013 – Apr. 2013

Chief Returning Officer
Appointed by the President to administer the elections
process
Muslim Students’ Association
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Sep. 2012 – Apr. 2013

Senior Executive
Muslim Students’ Association
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Mar. 2013

Open House Volunteer
Robot and Automation Laboratory
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Aug. 2012

Summer Camp Councillor
Spiritual and Recreational Camp for Muslim Teenagers
Muslim Association of Canada London Chapter, London,
Ontario, Canada

Sep. 2011 – Apr. 2012

VP Finance Executive with Signing Authority
Muslim Students’ Association
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Sep. 2005 – Jun. 2012

Guider/Leader of Girl Guides of Canada
Various Groups (88th Sparks, 120th Brownies, 88th Guides
and 55th Rangers)
Westmount District, London, Ontario, Canada
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Mar. 2012

Open House Volunteer
Electrical Engineering Communication Laboratory
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Sep. 2010 – Apr.2011

Athletic Manager
Responsible for running various recreational activities for
the club members
Muslim Students’ Association
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada

Jul. 2010

Summer Camp Councillor
Spiritual and Recreational Camp for Muslim Teenagers
Muslim Association of Canada London Chapter, London,
Ontario, Canada

